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Abstract

High-temperature superconducting materials have found considerable technological ap

plication and still have a largely unrealised potential. The key to unlocking this potential

depends on a better understanding of their properties; in particular, the maximum 'critical cur

rent density' which these materials, in the form of wires, tapes, thin-films and bulk monolithic

forms, are able to support for high-current applications.

The 'critical current density' in a polycrystalline high-temperature oxide supercon

ductor system is determined by a percolation process of the supercurrent through a three

dimensional grain-boundary network. Grain-boundaries in these systems behave as Josephson

junction 'weak-links' and they severely limit the critical current density in the presence of even

moderate self or applied magnetic fields.

In the present work, isothermal quasi-static magnetisation measurements on the poly

crystalline YIBa2Cu307-x system are presented and analysed. An effective granular penetra

tion depth in conjunction with a critical state model, which includes an approximate treatment

for the percolation process, is used to obtain many of the salient physical parameters of the

grain-boundary Josephson junctions and of the three-dimensional grain boundary junction net

work. Determination of the temperature and magnetic field dependence of several of these

parameters, in particular a magnetic field-independent critical current which depends on the

microstructure of the grain-boundary junction network, allows for testing and verification of

models of the weak-link and network behaviour.

This treatment has been carried out specifically on various silver doped polycrystalline

Y1Ba2Cu3 0 7-x specimens in order to determine and quantify the effects of silver doping. An

improvement in the critical current density with silver doping is explained in terms of silver scav

enging and ridding grain-boundaries of impurities, and a proximity effect where trace amounts

of silver residing in the grain-boundaries decreases the normal resistance of the grain-boundary

Josephson junction. The insight gained from silver doping experimentation led to a macroscopic

investigation into the joining of large single-domain YIBa2Cu307-x specimens for large-scale

applications.
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Selected List of Symbols and Their Units

Roman Letters

A

ao Length of cubic grain/size of junction (m)

A Area of the junction or structural non-uniformities (m2)

A p Magnetic vector potential (Tm)

B

b Reduced flux in junction or length (m)

B Magnetic flux density (SI - T , Gaussian - Oe)

D

d Thickness of HTS specimen (m)

d, d Average or effective junction-barrier thickness (m)

D m Demagnetisation factor

E

e Electron charge (1.6 x 10-19 C)

e* 2e

E Electric field (Vm-1)

Ekin Kinetic energy (J)

Emag Magnetic energy (J)

F

f
fn

fs

f(i eo )

!J (iej)

F

G

9

gn,gs

g(()

Measure of average modulation depth of je in junction

ormal volume fraction

Superconducting volume fractions

Cri tical current (intergranular) distribution function

Modified critical current distribution function

Force (N)

Gibbs free energy of system, function of position (J)

Normal, superconductor state free energy, function of position (J)

correction factor
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C

Cs

H

h

Ii

h,H

H

Ha

Heo

He!

H elg

H elj

H e2

Hi

Hp

Ho

I

i*

lo,h

le

lej

lej(T)

leOj

J

Gibbs free energy (J), Field dependent component of lej

Gibbs normal free energy (J)

Gibbs superconducting free energy (J)

Planck's constant (= 6.6 X 10-34 Js )

H-bar (= h/21r = 1.1 x 1O-34 Js)

local field, mean internal field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Magnetic field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Applied magnetic field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Critical magnetic field at T = 0 K (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Lower critical magnetic field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Intragranular critical lower field for grains (Oe)

Intergranular / Josephson critical field for GBJs (Oe)

Upper critical magnetic field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

Mean internal field (Oe)

Irreversible field (Oe)

Magnetic field for complete penetration into specimen (Oe)

Characteristic field of average weak-link network junction (Oe)

Intergranular/ J osephson cri tical current (A)

Local smallest critical current in network (A)

Modified Bessel functions

Critical transport current (A)

Josephson tunnelling critical current (A/cm2 )

Expression for temperature-dependent component of lej (A/cm2 )

Josephson tunnelling critical current at T = 0 K (A/cm2 )

je Local junction critical current densities (A/cm2)

Je Mean junction critical current densities (A/cm2 )

le Transport critical supercurrent density (A/cm2 )
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leO Zero-field critical current density (A/cm2
)

lc1 Field independent critical current density (A/cm2
)

lej Effective local shielding current density == transport current density (A/cm2
)

K

kB Boltzmann constant (= 1.4 x 10-23 J/K)

L

le Electron mean free path (m)

L Helmholtz free energy (J), Average intervortex spacing (m)

M

m effective mass (kg)

me Mass of an electron (9.11 x 1O-31 kg)

m* 2me

M Magnetisation (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

1'1'1- Magnetisation measured in decreasing field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

M+ Magnetisation measured in increasing field (SI - A/m, Gaussian - Oe)

M eq Equilibrium magnetisation (Oe)

M i Mass of isotope (kg)

Mirr Irreversible magnetisation (Oe)

N

n Total electron density (#/cm3), Limit type: n = -1/2 (dirty), n = -1/3 (clean)

nn ormal electron density (#/cm3 )

n s Superconducting electron density (#/cm3)

p

p Momentum (kgms-1 )

Pc Percolation limit

R

r distance (m)

ro Correlation radius of the junction irregularities (m), flux penetration radius (m)

vii



T'eJ J Effective radius (m)

R Resistance (D), Radius of long cylindrical HTS specimen

Rg Radius of cylindrical grain ~ ~ao (m)

Rn Normal state junction resistance (D)

s
S Entropy (J/K), Average junction area (m2

)

T

t Time (s)

t = f Reduced temperature
c

ti Critical conductivity index

T Temperature (K)

Tc Critical Temperature (K)

Tcu Curie temperature (K)

Tc,m Critical temperature determined from magnetic measurements (K)

v
VF Fermi velocity (m/s)

V n Normal electron drift velocity (m/s)

Vs Superconducting electron drift velocity (m/s)

V Volume (m3 )

Vd Voltage across the Josephson junction (V)

X

x Distance (m)

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

X n Position in the plane of the junction (m)

XQ Reduced flux penetration distance into the specimen (m)
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Greek Letters

a Ginzburg-Landau phenomenological parameter

(3 Ginzburg-Landau phenomenological parameter

(3c Proportional energy gap constant

'Y Josephson junction field-independent current in junction (A)

'Y 'P Phase difference (dimensionless)

6. Superconducting order parameter or energy gap (eV)

6.0 Superconducting order parameter at T = 0 K (eV)

6. i Suppressed gap parameter at the junction boundaries (eV)

6.00 Gap parameter far from the junction boundaries (eV)

6.M Magnetisation width (Oe)

5 Reduced field-independent critical current density

( Superconductor anisotropy factor (dimensionless)

TJ Geometrical/morphological constant

e Misorientation angle between grains

K, GL parameter (dimensionless)

A Fractional deviation of a cylindrical grain from Meissner state

A Penetration depth (m)

A Average penetration depth (m)

Aab Penetration depth in the ab-plane (m)

Aa,b,c Average penetration depth in a, b or c direction (m)

Aep Electron-phonon parameter (dimensionless)

A9 Average granular penetration depth (m)

AJ Josephson penetration depth (m)

AL London penetration depth (m)

!-Lo Permeability of free space

!-LeJJ Effective permeability

~ Coherence length (m)

~o BCS coherence length (m)

~GL GL coherence length (m)
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~p Pippard coherence length (m)

~s Effective coherence length (m)

(J Conductivity (n-1m-1)

(Jns Surface energy of a superconducting-normal boundary (J)

<1> Magnetic flux (SI - Wb, Gaussian - G.cm2)

<1>0 Magnetic flux quantum (SI - h/2e, Gaussian - hc/2e)

'P Angle between the junction plane and direction of the magnetic field

'Pp Phase difference (dimensionless)

X Magnetic susceptibili ty == ~X (dimensionless)

Wi Superconductor wavefunction (m-3/ 2)

't/J Wavefunction (m-3/ 2 )

't/J7' Root-mean-squared relative fluctuation of je in the average GBJ

WD Debye frequency (rad/s)

x



Ag

BCS

BSCOO

CSM

EDX

GB

GBJ

GL

HTS

JJN

MgB2

PIT

PID

RF

SEM

SIS

SNS

SQUID

VSM

Y211

Y123

YBCO

Yb123

Yb211

Acronyms

Silver

Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer

Ba-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (HTS)

Critical state model

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis

Grain-boundary

Grain-boundary Josephson junction

Ginzburg and Landau

High temperature cuprate oxide superconductor

Josephson junction network

Magnesium diboride, conventional superconductor

Powder in tube

Proportional integral differential

Radio frequency

Scanning electron microscope

Superconductor insulator superconductor junction

Superconductor normal superconductor junction

Superconducting quantum interference device

Vibrating sample magnetometer

Y2BalCulO

YBa2Cu307-x (HTS)

YBa2Cu307-x (HTS)

YbBa2Cu307-x (HTS)

Yb2Ba1Cu10

Xl
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Chapter 1

Superconductivity

1.1 Introduction

In 1911, a complete loss of electrical resistance to the flow of direct current was observed by

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes [1] in the metal mercury when cooled below a critical temperature Tc

~ 4.2 K . This marked the discovery of the superconducting state1 . Presently there are tens

of elements and hundreds of compounds that exhibit the superconducting state. Superconduc

tivi ty, however, is not only the property of zero resistance to electrical current - it is also the

complete exclusion of magnetic flux (perfect diamagnetism); referred to as the Meissner effect,

which is named after (and discovered by) Meissner and Ochsenfeld[2].

In 1957, in a theoretical study of the effects of an applied magnetic field on superconductors,

Alexi Abrikosov[3] discovered that there are two types of superconductors: type-I, where mag

netic flux is completely expelled from the interior for values less than some critical value; and

type-Il, where the magnetic flux is only expelled for small fields (below H c1 ) and partially in

higher external fields (up to H c2)' It is this latter state of type-Il superconductors, the so-called

'mixed state', that enables superconductors to sustain fields higher than 10 Tesla, making them

viable in practical applications.

Application of superconducting material in high current (thousands of amperes) and high

magnetic field environments requires specific technological and economic criteria to be achieved.

lThe name 'superconductor' was proposed by Onnes.
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A significant milestone in this regard was the remarkable discovery of high-temperature copper

oxide superconductors (HTSs) by Bednorz and MUller [4] in 1986. This new class of supercon

ducting material unlocked the enormous potential for applications at temperatures above 77

K, the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. The significance here is the reduction of the expensive

operational complexities associated with the cryogen, which typically has been expensive liquid

helium. Currently the HTS, HgBa2Ca2Cu30s, holds the record for the highest Tc >:::; 130 K and

up to 160 K under pressure [5]. Table I-Ion the following page highlights important events in

the history of superconductors.

From a theoretical and technological point of view, HTS materials offer the scientific and

engineering communities a number of challenges. Theses challenges range from the fact that

HTS materials are brittle (being ceramic and micaceous in nature, which is clearly a problem

when superconducting cables are to be fabricated) to a lack of complete understanding of

the mechanism of superconductivity in HTS [6]. A significant challenge i the fact that HTS

material is highly anisotropic, both structurally and electrically. This implies that applied

transport current or magnetic field varies depending on crystallographic orientation, hence

processing techniques involving HTS material in the form of wires/tapes and bulk monolithic

forms, must take this structural anisotropy into account and textured material must be produced

to maximise superconducting properties.
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Table 11· A historical perspective of superconductivity· .
Date Event
1911 Superconductivity discovered by H. K. Onnes§[l], in Mercury (Te ~ 4.2 K).

1912 Onnes discovers that a critical magnetic field will destroy superconductivity.
1933 tMeissner and Ochsenfeld[2] discover that superconductors are perfectly

diamagnetic; a property that cannot be derived from its infinite conductivity.
1935 tThe London brothers[7] use the idea of a two fluid model to describe current and

field distributions within a superconductor and propose the idea of a magnetic
penetration depth.

1950 t§Cinzburg and Landau[8] publish a phenomenological theory of superconductivity
(CL theory) using Landau's 2nd order theory with an order parameter
for the superconductivity state.

1955 :j:Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer§ (BCS) [9] develop a microscopic
theory of conventional superconductivity based on a condensation of electrons into
Cooper pairs - a pair of coupled electrons.

1957 tBased on CL theory, ~ Abrikosov[3] distinguishes between type-I and type-II
superconductivity; he proposes that flux enters a type-II superconductor in the form
of quantised flux lines, which are arranged in a regular lattice.

1962 Ciaever§ [10] considers the possibility of quantum tunnelling of Cooper pairs through
an insulator barrier to be unlikely; while Josephson§[l1] predicts the opposite.
Josephson's prediction is later experimentally verified by Anderson and Rowell[12]

1986 §Bednorz and Mtiller[4] discover superconductivity in a ceramic (La-Ba-Cu-O) with
Te ~ 35 K. BCS theory apparently does not apply to the new oxide superconductors.

1987 tWu et al[13] discover Y-Ba-Cu-O, a superconductor with Te = 92 K,
greater than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K), an inexpensive cryogen.

2001 Akimitsu et al [14-15] discover superconductivity in MgB2 with Te = 39 K,
the highest critical temperature for a conventional BCS superconductor.

§Received Nobel prizes for their discovery.
tReviewed later in this chapter.

In bulk polycrystalline HTS, consisting of a mosaic of crystalline grains, the critical super

current density, le, is generally determined by the properties of grain boundaries2 (CBs) in the

material. GBs can form areas of resistance or 'weak-links' to current flow, which follows per-

colation paths determined by low-energy CBs. This ultimately suppresses le. The le of each

individual CB varies by several orders of magnitude (in the range zero to thousands A/cm2)

depending on the structural parameters of CBs [16-21] and other factors. The misorientation

angle (the angle between equivalent atomic planes in adjacent grains), misorientation axis (the

1 A grain-boundary is an interface-type structure consisting of two joined crystals.
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axis around which one grain has to be rotated to coincide with the other adjacent grain) and

GB planes (the atomic planes parallel to the interface and forming that interface), are consid

ered the most important 'macroscopic' structural parameters. A misorientation angle of 100

typically leads to an order of magnitude decrease in le (intergranular)[16]. Other than the

misorientation angle, GBs can be classified according to several different appropriate parame

ters, such as segregation of impurities, charge carrier concentration, oxygen stoichiometry and

dislocation density. The electrical and mechanical properties of a material can be altered via

the process of doping. It is the doping of polycrystalline HTSs, in particular GBs, that forms

the main focus of this study, where the HTS material of choice is YBa2Cu307-x (abbreviated

YBCO), which has a Te ;:::j 92 K.

This thesis is presented in cgs units, which are the preferred units in publications in this

field.

1.2 Organisation of Thesis

Chapter 1 begins with an introduction to phenomenological theories of superconductivity, which

includes the London model, the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory, and a brief summary of key el

ements of the microscopic Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) theory that are relevant to

this study. The chapter ends with a discussion of various characteristic properties of supercon

ductors.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to a discussion of high-temperature superconductivity, the system

of choice for this study. The structural uniqueness of this system's superconducting two

dimensional copper oxide planes is explained as a source of its anisotropic nature. The chapter

includes discussions of the so-called 'weak-link' effect, which originates from grain-boundaries

acting as Josephson junctions3 - the grain boundary Josephson junction (GBJ). It is the GBJ's

sensitivity to magnetic fields that limits the transport current of HTS's.

The chapter ends with a discussion of the global HTS market, with brief discussions on the

potential applications in bulk/large current, and microelectronic/small current devices.

Chapter 3 introduces the granularity properties of HTS's, beginning with experimental

:ITo be defined later.
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evidence for the percolation nature of the supercurrent. Distinctions between intergranular

and intragranular current are made, with an emphasis on the role of intergranular structural

irregularities and their effect on the intergranular critical current density. A hypothesis that

grain-boundaries, acting as Josephson junctions, have a nonuniform random Josephson current

profile is used in the development of an intergranular critical state model (CSM), which is used

in the analysis of isothermal magnetisation measurements. It is through the model's various

fitting parameters that insight is gained into the nature of GBJs. The chapter ends with a

discussion of the derivation of an average granular magnetic penetration depth determined

from high-field isothermal magnetisation measurements.

Chapter 4 presents the experimental techniques and specimen preparation methods used in

the present research. Results of magnetisation low-field, high-field and resistance measurements

are presented.

Chapter 5 concentrates on numerical analyses of the low-field and high-field magnetisation

data presented in Chapter 4. The various CSM fitting parameters, along with an average

granular penetration depth derived from high-field measurements, are compared with theory

and appropriate models. The latter fits yield, inter alia, values for various characteristic lengths

of the average GBJ and they offer insight into the effect of silver doping on the YBCO system.

Using conclusions from the analysis in Chapter 5 (in particular, that optimum Ag doping

can achieve better GBJ connectivity), Chapter 6 introduces experimentation in the development

of various HTS solders for the joining of large single-domain YBCO specimens.

Chapter 7 presents conclusions and discusses current doping experiments. It is suggested

that the methodology presented in this thesis may help in further improvements of GBJs in

HTS systems.

1.3 Original Contributions in the Thesis

The original contributions in this thesis include:

1. The use and adaptation of a number of models, in particular a critical state model as a,
diagnostic tool to understand why Ag doping improves the intergranular critical current of the

polycrystalline YBCO HTS system. The behaviour of various fitting parameters, in particular
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a magnetic field-independent critical current, which is sensitive to grain boundary junction

microstructure, gives unique insight into why Ag doping improves the intergranular critical

current density of YBCO.

2. The success of the Ag doping experiments implies the establishment of a new methodology

in understanding the effects of other intergranular doping experiments.

3. The establishment of a unique method to estimate the size of strongly coupled grains

(cluster) from high-field magnetic measurements. The cluster size, along with derived values

for the penetration depth, helped constrain the critical state model.

4. The explanation of why Ag doping improves the critical current in polycrystalline YBCO

supports experiments done by other researchers; that is, Ag is a useful 'additive' in the joining

of large single domain YBCO.

5. The author suspects that there is a fundamental relationship between the field-independent

(plateau) component of the transport critical current and the d-wave nature of HTS (see Section

3.2.1). [This is more of a comment than a contribution claim.]

1.4 Summary of Theories of Superconductivity

Superconductors contain superfluid, consisting of coupled pairs of electrons (or holes in HTSs),

called Cooper pairs. Cooper pairs are named after one of the Physics Nobel laureates in the

Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) theory. The BCS theory describes on a microscopic level

the mechanism of superconductivity in conventional superconductors [9]. In 1935 Fritz London

conjectured, correctly, that a superconductor can be understood as a giant macroscopic atom

(quantum state), where the superconducting ground state and normal non-superconducting

state are separated by an energy gap [7]. A key prediction of the BCS theory was that of

a minimum energy required to break a Cooper pair, 26.(T), where 6. is known as the gap

parameter. The gap parameter is dependent on temperature ranging from a minimum of zero

at Tc to a maximum at T = 0 K; 26.(0) = 3.528kBTc where kB is Boltzmann constant. At

absolute zero, all electrons are paired, but as temperature increases electron pairs begin to

unpair, resulting in the superconducting state comprising of single electrons ('excitations') and
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paired electrons4 - a supercurrent effectively 'shorts' the effect of single unpaired electrons.

When cooled below Te , the conductive gas of electrons (fermions) in a superconductor is

condensed into a Bose-Einstein condensate consisting of a quantum fluid of highly correlated

Cooper pairs (bosons). A Cooper pair consists of weakly coupled electrons with opposi te mo

mentum and spin. Based on the BCS theory, lattice vibrations (phonons) play an 'intermediate'

role, providing a mechanism of attraction for the negatively charged electrons.

Perfect conductivity is a direct consequence of the quantum nature of superconductivity on

a macroscopic level. Cooper pairs, unlike single electrons, obey Bose-Einstein statistics which

allow all paired electrons to be in the same state. Instead of each single electron in a metal

having its own wavefunction (and wavelength), a superconductor has all its charge carriers

(Cooper pairs) described by a single macroscopic wavefunction. The Cooper pairs have a net

momentum of zero as they are comprised of electrons with equal and opposite momentum (and

spin). Hence, the associated de Broglie wavelength of the entire coherent ensemble of Cooper

pairs is infinite compared to the scale of the superconductor, and cannot be scattered by the

normal scatters of single electrons.

An alternative explanation of perfect conductivity, is that once electrons condense into

Cooper pairs, thus becoming bosons, they 'gather' in the ground state (lowest energy level) 

Bose Einsein condensate. The nature of this condensate is such that the larger the number of

bosons collecting in the ground state the more difficult it is for a boson to leave or overcome

the 'resistance' of the condensate in order to interact and be scattered by a defect.

1.4.1 Superconductivity - second order transition

In the absence of a magnetic field the transition from normal to superconducting state at Te

is a second-order transitionS, due to the fact that entropy at the transition temperature is

continuous. A general theory related to second order phase transitions was formulated by Lev

Landau [22].

The fact that the superconducting state is preferred over the normal state below a certain

critical temperature Te , means that it is a lower energy state. The state of a superconductor

1Cooper pairs can also be 'ionised' (unpair) into the normal state via photo-ionisation with electromagnetic
radjation energies hf > 26., where h is Planck's constant and f the frequency of the radiation.

"A first order transition occurs in the presence of a magnetic field.
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is not only sensitive to temperature but also to magnetic field; above a critical value He the

superconductor changes state to the normal state. Strictly, this is for type -I superconductor,

and it implies that when a superconductor experiences an applied field equal to the critical field

He, the Gibbs free energy G(H, T) of the normal and superconducting states must be equal:

(1.1)

The change in the superconducting Gibbs free energy from zero applied field to He is given by

(1.2)

where Jg-fc !JaMdH is the magnetic energy of the superconducting state, M is the magnetisation

and !Ja is the permeability offree space. For the superconducting Meissner state M = - H, and

we obtain from Equation 1.2, assuming negligible demagnetisation factor and integrating,

(1.3)

If we neglect the magnetic susceptibility X of the normal state

and hence Equation 1.1 becomes

(1.4)

The right-hand-side of Equation 1.4 gives a thermodynamic description of the Meissner

effect, it is the energy of exclusion of the magnetic field from a superconductor. A similar

relation may be derived for type-I! superconductors. Instead of the assumption of M = - H,

as in the case of type-I, a substitution of M = - f(H) is made where f(H) is the function

describing the type-I! reversible magnetisation curve; this is discussed further in Section 1.4.

For type-I superconductors, the temperature dependence of the critical field He(T) is found
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experimentally to be given approximately by

(1.5)

where Heo is the critical field at T = 0 K.

Applying the relation for entropy, S = - (~~) H' to Equation 1.4, we obtain

HT approaches Te, He approaches 0 and Sn(Te) = Ss(Te). This shows the entropy is continuous

at Thence Landau's second-order transition theory can be applied to superconductivity.e,

In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau[8] applied an adapted form of Landau's general theory of

phase transition to superconductivity; this is know as the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory [23].

The GL theory is a phenomenological theory which successfully explains the electrodynamics,

quantum mechanics and thermodynamic properties of superconductors; it will be more closely

reviewed in the section on the Ginzburg-Landau theory of this chapter.

1.4.2 The London equations

The first useful theory of superconductivity was the phenomenological London theory. This the

ory introduces two equations in addition to Maxwell's equations to describe the electrodynamics

of superconductors.

In 1935 the brothers F. and H. London suggested two equations to describe the magnetic

and electric fields in a superconductor [7]. To describe the superconducting property of flux

expulsion they could modify either Maxwell's equations or Ohm's law. For example, analysing

the combination of Ohm's law and the experimentally observed infinite conductivity implied

a flux preserving material, i.e. magnetic flux would be frozen into a superconductor, and not

a flux expelling material (which was experimentally observed). The brothers chose to modify

Ohm's law appropriately to describe superconductivity. An interesting result from the Londons'

model is that of a magnetic penetration depth parameter, AL, which is a function of intrinsic

properties of the superconductor. The parameter implies that in order for the Meissner effect to

occur, a sheet of supercurrent must flow within a depth AL from the surface of a superconductor;
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essentially the current generates a magnetic field which is equal and opposite to the applied

field, hence screening out the applied field from the rest of the material.

The London model uses a two-fluid approach, where the total density n of electrons is made

up of a 'fluid' of normal electrons, nn, and of superconducting electrons, n s , with associated

particle average or 'drift' velocities V n and Vs' The assumptions made about the superfluid

electrons are that they were not scattered and are freely accelerated by an electric field, thus

shorting out the effect of the normal resistive electrons.

The acceleration of a superelectron in an electric field E can be described by the equation

of motion:

(1.6)

where e is the charge and me the mass of an electron. The supercurrent density is defined by,

(1.7)

Differentiating Equation 1.7 with respect to time and combining the result with Equation 1.6

results in the first London equation:

(1.8)

The above London equation describes the infinite conductivity of a superconductor, where the

supercurrent has an inductive relationship with electric field, E, and directly contradicts Ohm's

law where J ex E.

Combining the first London equation with the Maxwell equation \7 x E = - ~~ , we obtain:

d ( n e
2

)- \7 x J+_s -B = 0
dt me (1.9)

The London brothers noticed that when Equation 1.9 is combined with Ohm's law and infinite

conductivity is assumed the magnetic flux is 'frozen' into the material that is ~~ = O. This

is not the Meissner effect and therefore does not describe superconductors. To overcom this
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dilemma they integrated Equation 1.9 giving:

n e2
\7 x J+_s -B = 0,

me
(1.10)

the second London equation.

The second London equation describes the condition that B = 0 at all times in a type-I

superconductor and leads to a parameter, AL, known as a London penetration depth. Insight

into the mechanism of how the Meissner effect is established is derived from the combination

of Equation 1.10 and applying the curl operator on both sides of the Maxwell equation, J =

\7 x B/f-l-o (Ampere's Law)u:

B + Ai [\7 x \7 x B] = 0,

where AL is identified as the London penetration depth and equals,

(1.11)

(1.12)

Considering the one-dimensional case in Equation 1.11 with x-axis perpendicular to the

superconductor, an expression for the magnetic field distribution in the x direction for a super

conducting half-slab can be derived:

(1.13)

the physical solution for which is:

(1.14)

This demonstrates the fact that the magnetic field in the bulk of the superconductor de

creases to zero, thus describing the Meissner effect.

fiStatic field B is assumed here.
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Figure 1-1: (a) London equations predict an exponentially decaying field penetration into a supercon
ductor. (b) The screening supercurrent distribution calculated from the field distribution.

The supercurrent distribution can be shown to vary as:

J y = Jy(O) cosh (~~) , (1.15)

and this demonstrates that magnetic field is screened out of a superconductor by an opposite

field induced by surface supercurrents, which are confined within a depth of order AL. The field

and current in the above one-dimensional case are plotted as a function of distance in Figure

1-1.

The approximate temperature dependence of AL is found empirically when combined with

the Gorter and Casimir temperature dependence of the density of superconducting electrons

[24], giving

(1.16)

Hence the penetration depth approaches infinity as the temperature tends towards Te .
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Coherence length

As an aside to the London theory, another important characteristic length, in addition to the

penetration depth, is the coherence length, ~. It is interesting to note that the London approach

neglects this length. Due to the use of the single electron equation of motion, Equation 1.6, the

London model is based on a local approach, and hence on the local carrier density of super

current. However, this local approach is not generally valid, especially when considering type-I

superconductors, although it is a good approximation for extreme type-II superconductors.

Before the discovery of the electron pairing mechanism, the Londons' incorrect local ap

proach to the study of type-I superconductors was recognised by Pippard [25]. He introduced

a measure, the coherence length ~, based on the quantum uncertainty principle - 6..x6..p 2: It,

where large spatial variations of the wavefunction can occur within an interval 6..x and large

variations of electron momentum within an interval 6..p ( It = ~~ where his Planck's constant).

The momentum range of the electrons that condense into the superconducting state at Te with

a Fermi velocity Vp, that is within approximately kBTe of the Fermi energy, is 6..p ~ kBTe/vp.

Substituting for 6..p into the uncertainty principle we get

In fact, the correct result established in the BCS theory [9] leads to the expression for the

coherence length,
(: _ Itvp
<.,0 - A'

7ruo
(1.17)

where 6..0 ~ kBTe is the BCS energy gap at T = 0 K, which will be discussed further in Section

1.3.5. From tunneling or optical measurements the energy gap is determined and hence so is

the coherence length.

Pippard found that this non-local length scale, the so-called Pippard coherence length, had

a magnitude of approximately ~p ~ 10-6 m. The Pippard coherence length can be expressed

in terms of the BCS coherence length, ~o, and the electron mean free path, le, as:

1 1 1-=-+-
~p ~o ale'
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where ex is a constant of order unity.

Pippard, through his non-local generalisation, modified the London equations and deter

mined the field and current distribution within a type-I superconductor more accurately. Ex

perimentally, Equation 1.18 can be verified by the inclusion of impurities in a superconductor,

thus decreasing le and thereby decreasing ~p' An interesting result from the these experiments

was that the penetration depth increases appreciably as le becomes less than ~o and hence a

type-II like behaviour may be achieved by suitable microstructural modification of an otherwise

type-I superconductor.

The non-local modifications to the London model only apply where the magnetic screening

takes place in a region where the carrier density may vary locally within the coherence volume,

that is, ~o » .A (this relationship holds for type-I superconductors). If.A» ~o(type-II supercon

ductors), then a non-local approach is not necessary and the original London equations more

sufficiently describe the magnetic field penetration at a superconductor boundary.

1.4.3 Free energy in the London model

Using a thermodynamic approach similar to that used to describe superconductivity in Section

1.3.1., the London equations can be derived by minimising the free energy contributions of the

superconducting state. This derivation will serve as an introduction to the free energy concepts

of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) [8] theory.

The free energy of a superconductor, with screening currents J(r) and local field h(r), can

be written as,

(1.19)

The terms on the right-hand-side of this equation represent, respectively, the condensation

energy, kinetic energy of the screening current and the magnetic energy.

Using the London penetration depth, .AL = (~) 1/2, and the definition of the supercur-
J.Lonse

rent, the kinetic energy term can be written as,

E · - I" ~ ( )d3 _ J-Lo j' \2 J2 ( ) 3km - JII 2mensvs r r -2, AL r d r, (1.20)

where vs(r) is the velocity of the superconducting electrons at a point r. The magnetic energy
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term is given by

(1.21)

where h(r) is the local field at r.

Substituting Equation 1.20 and Equation 1.21 into Equation 1.19 we get:

(1.22)

Using Maxwell's equation, J(r) =\7xh(r), yields the following expression:

where Go is the total condensation energy and the first term of the integral expression represents

the kinetic energy of the electrons and the second term the magnetic energy. Minimising the

terms in the square brackets in the energy equation with respect to h(r) gives,

h(r)+>-i [\7 x \7 x h(r)] =0, (1.23)

which is the London equation, Equation 1.11, that was derived using an electrodynamic ap

proach. Thus, if the number of superconducting electrons remains constant, the London equa

tion represents the field distribution which minimises the sum of the kinetic energy of the

supercurrent and the magnetic energy.

1.4.4 The Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory

The BCS microscopic theory has its limits when considering spatial inhomogeneities in super

conductors, while the London theory does not consider quantum effects. The first quantum

theory of superconductivity is the Cinzburg-Landau (CL) theory (phenomenologically based)

[8]. Based on electrodynamics, quantum mechanics and a thermodynamic description (similar

to that used in the London theory), the CL theory is better equipped to deal with spatial inho

mogeneities. For example, the observation of magnetic flux penetrating the interior of a type-II

superconductor implies that the superconducting carrier density must vary and hence it is not

constant throughout the material. CL theory predicts type-II superconducting behaviour and
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quantisation of magnetic vortices [3], making it a very successful theory. Developed in 1950 by

Vitaly Ginzburg and Lev Landau, the GL theory remained popular only in the Soviet Union

for close on a decade until L.P. Gorkov showed that it could be derived from the BCS theory

[26].

The GL theory is based on a two-fluid approach: the total density of electrons, n, in a

superconductor consists of superconducting electrons, ns, and non-superconducting electrons,

n-ns . The theory uses a phenomenological approach based on Landau's theory of second order

phase transitions, and uses a macroscopic wave function, 1fJ(r) = 11fJ(r) Iei'Pp(r), instead of the

magnetisation M found in the Landau approach [22]. Prior to the BCS theory, the wave function

was used as an order parameter to describe the centre of mass of the superconducting electrons.

It is now interpreted as the centre of mass function of the Cooper pairs. The magnitude of

the wavefunction 1fJ(r) is normalised such that 11fJ\2 ex: n s and the phase 'Pp(r) is related to the

supercurrent.

The basic postulate of GL theory is that 1fJ is small7 and varies slowly in space, and that

the free energy of the system can be expanded as a power series in terms of 11fJ1 2,

Gs(r, T) = Gn(r, T) + a 11fJ12+ %11fJ1 4 + 2~* !(-ili\! - e* A p ) 1fJ1 2+ f.Lo
2

h2
,

e
(1.24)

(1.25)

where subscripts nand s represent the normal and superconducting state respectively, li = 2:'
where his Planck's constant, Ap is the vector potential of the magnetic field (thus f.Loh = \! x A p )

and V is the volume of the specimen. Cooper pairs had not been identified as charge carriers

of superconductors when the GL theory was formulated; this summary assumes their existence

and therefore takes e* = 2e and m: = 2me . The first term on the right hand-side of Equation

1.24 describes the normal-state free energy, the second and third terms contain the power-law

expansion of the superfluid condensation energy in terms of 11fJ12, the fourth term represents

the kinetic energy of the superelectrons, and the final term represents the magnetic screening

contribution to the free energy, all per unit volume. The parameters a and (3 will be discussed

'For example, near Tc .
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further in the following sections.

Substituting the modulus and phase of the order parameter into Equations 1.24 and 1.25

yields,

(1.26)

where Vs is defined as

(1.27)

In order to determine 'ljJ(r) and A p , Equation 1.24 is minimised with respect to both 'ljJ(r)

and A p . This results in the Ginzburg-Landau equations:

e*
J = \7 x h = - ['ljJ (-ili\7 - e* A p ) 'ljJ] .

m*e

(1.28)

(1.29)

The first GL equation, Equation 1.28, describes the order parameter while the second GL

equation, Equation 1.29, the supercurrent. Given specific conditions the GL equations can

provide a good understanding of superconductivity in terms of a few parameters. This will be

outlined in the following subsections.

Thermodynamic critical field, He

The GL free energy function, Equation 1.24, introduces two phenomenological parameters: Cl!

and {3. Just as in the Landau theory [22], Cl! is approximated by a first order Taylor expansion,

that is, Cl! = a (T - Tc ) and is positive in the normal state and negative in the superconducting

state, while {3 is a positive constant independent of temperature. The London theory results

from the minimisation of Equation 1.24, if the first, second and third terms of Equation 1.24

can be assumed to be constant, that is, if the order parameter does not vary in space. In the

absence of a magnetic field and if the phase of the order parameter is constant8 , then the fourth

and fifth terms of Equation 1.24 are zero, and the energy difference between the nand s-state

"Constant phase implies no current. This association will be discussed further later.
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becomes:

Minimising with respect to 1'l/J12
gives:

dG('l/J, T) = a(T) + f31'l/J!2 = 0
dl'l/J1 2

'

and hence

(1.30)

(1.31)

(1.32)

Substituting back into Equation 1.24 results in the following expression for the free energy

difference per unit volume of superconductor, in the absence of fields and currents:

Penetration depth, .A

G G _ a
2(T) _ J.LoH~

s- n--~--2-' (1.33)

Assuming a small magnetic field and neglecting variations of the order parameter 'l/J, the second

CL equation, Equation 1.29 reduces to:

\l x h = _ e*2 1'l/J1
2

A .
m* p

e
(1.34)

This equation reduces to the London equations (Equations 1.11 and 1.23) when taking the curl

of it and using h(r) = \l x Ap . The penetration depth can be identified as,

(1.35)

This expression for the penetration depth, in contrast to the London expression (Equation 1.12)

contains a temperature-dependent quantity 1'l/J1 2
, which can be in terms of a(T) from Equation

1.3z!). The resulting temperature dependence of the penetration depth is:

(1.36)

90nly for temperatures approaching Tc where CL theory is valid.
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Coherence length, ~

Within the GL theory, the coherence length ~GL is defined as a measure of the distance over

which the order parameter varies, that is, 'ljJ increasing from zero to its maximum over a distance

~GL'

The definition of the coherence length originates from the first GL equation; consider the

one-dimensional case in the absence of a magnetic field, Equation 1.28 becomes:

(1.37)

The above equation has a physically acceptable solution

(1.38)

where the parameter ~GL(T) is defined as

(1.39)

Hence, the order parameter establishes itself exponentially over a characteristic length scale

~GL(T), the GL coherence length.

Other important relations in the GL theory

The ratio of the penetration depth A and the coherence length ~GL define the GL-parameter,

A
K,=-

~GL
(1.40)

The GL-parameter is independent of temperature due to the fact that both characteristic lengths

diverge as [a!-1/2 as T ---7 Te . The GL-parameter is an important parameter that categories

superconducting material into either type-I (K, < 1/-)2) or type-II superconductors (K, > 1/-)2)

near Te .

The parameters a and j3 introduced in the GL theory can be expressed in terms of the

experimentally measurable quantities He and A; by suitable substitutions of Equation 1.32,
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Equation 1.33 and Equation 1.35, that is:

*2e 2 2 2
Cl: = --/.LOH ,\m* ee

(1.41)

(1.42)

Another important relationship between the characteristic quantities is found by combining

Equation 1.33 with Equation 1.35 and Equation 1.39. This yields the result

He(T)'\(T)~(T) = constant = (()
e* /.Lo V 2

<Po

where <Po = he/e* is the flux quantum: it is the minimum amount of magnetic flux that threads

a superconducting loop.

Finally, expressions for both the lower and upper critical fields, He1 and H e2, in terms of

the thermodynamic critical field can be obtained:

He In
H c1 = (() (In K.) and He2 = v 2K.He1 for K. >> 1.

y2K.

Surface energy, (Jns, and the CL parameter, K.

(1.43)

The response of a type-I superconductor to an external magnetic field is different to that of a

type-I! superconductor, as later shown in Figure 1-5. This difference is due to surface energy

effects at the interface of the superconductor and normal or vacuum regions. The surface energy

is positive for a type-I superconductor and negative for a type-I! superconductor.

The surface energy, (Jns, of a superconducting normal boundary is defined as:

(Jns = .L: (g(x) - gn(x)) dx, (1.44)

where g(x) is the Gibbs free energy of the system. Here we assume that g(x) is equal to gn for

x < 0 and equal to gs for x > O. Using the relations for the free energy as detailed previously,
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(b)(a)

Superconductor Interface Normal Metal Superconductor Interface Normal Metal

IjI

H

Figure 1-2: Spatial variations of the order parameter 'ljJ(blue curves) and the magnetic field H (green
curves) in the vicinity of normal-superconductor interface for (a) K, « 1 (type-I) and (b) K, » 1
(type-II).

the final result for the free energy difference at the boundary is found to be:

(1.45)

Analysing the two terms within the square brackets of Equation 1.45, we note the term on

the right-hand-side represents the negative contribution to the surface energy associated with

the condensation energy. The left-hand-side term represents the positive contribution to the

surface energy associated with the diamagnetic screening energy. Hence, the balance of the

positive magnetic expulsion energy and the negative condensation energy determines the sign

of O"ns. umerical calculations show that O"ns > 0 for superconductors with K, < ~ (type-I)

and O"ns < 0 for superconductors with K, > ~ (type-II).

The numerical calculations can be interpreted physically, for two cases (i) K, « 1, i.e.

A << ~ and (ii) K, >> 1, i.e. A >>~. Figure 1-2 shows how the magnetic field, which falls

off over a distance A, and the order parameter, which falls off over a distance ~, varies at the

interface for the two cases. A comparison of magnitudes of the order parameter 1'ljJ1 and the

magnetic field H at certain distances ultimately define the sign of the surface energy.

In Figure 1-2 (a) there is a region where 1'ljJ1 is small, with the magnetic field screened out,
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and hence enjoy , uperconducting propertie . Thi region i fr e of magnetic field - in order to

xpel the field out of thi region work must be done on the magnetic field and hift its boundary

by a di tance~. In Figure 1-2 (b) the oppo ite hold in that there is a region where 11/11 rv 1

in a relatively large magnetic field. Thi implies that the energy of the y tern as a whole has

decreased by the value of work to hift the field by a di tance >..[Unlike the previous ituation

1 ctron in thi region are coupled and hence the energy i le by the condensation energy

compared to the energy in the normal region.]

Ginzburg and Landau failed to any other relevance of the distinction betwe n po itiv

and negativ urface energies. Later Abriko ov using the GL-theory managed to predict that

uperconductors with Uns < 0, when placed into a external magnetic field above He!' would find

it energetically favourable to ubdivide into alternating normal and uperconducting domain

[3]. He al 0 predicted that magnetic field penetrates into the uperconductor in a specific way;

as ingly quantized vortex filaments forming a regular array. Abriko ov calculated that the

array of flux line within th typ -II material would arrange in a regular quare array due

to inter-vortex mutual repul ion. In 1964 the structure of th magnetic lattice was correctly

pr dicted by Kleiner Roth and Autler [27] to be a triangular lattice. The magnetic triangular

lattice was fir t observed experimentally by Essmann and Trauble in 1967 [28] through th

d coration of ferromagnetic particle onto the urface of the uperconductor in the mix d tat,

often r ferred to as the Abriko ov phase.

Flux quanti ation provides upports for the as umption of a macro copic wave function u ed

in the GL th ory. Thi derive from the fact that the magnetic flux quantum not derived in

thi thesi can be pictur d by circulating creening current about a flux line in term of th

wave function 1/1. Here for a uperconducting path of z ro electrical re i tance, 1/1 must make

an integral number of wavelengths about th circular path of radiu ~. The lowest harmonic in

uch a case corr pond to one complete wavelength.

Finally, the GL theory can be applied to HTS material with general ucce although

everal fundamental aspects of the e material, which will be di cus ed in Chapter 2 mu t b

considered.
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1.4.5 The Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) theory

Unlike th London theory, GL theory took into account the macro copic quantum nature of

uperconductivity' for example considering the fact that uperconductivity is a mor ord r d

tate than the normal tate. In till ection a ummary of key elements of the micro copic BCS

theory relevant to thi tudy are introduced. It i intere ting to note that in 1959 Gor'kov

how d that BCS theory reduc to GL theory close to Tc [26].

A clue to the micro copic mechani m of uperconductivity was the existence of p rman nt

current . Thi ugg ted ome collective tate of th conduction electrons in uperconductor.

Forty-six years after the di overy of superconductivity Barde n, Cooper and Schrieffer dev l

op d their micro copic theory [29]. Th BCS theory hing on electrons, coupled tog th r by

phonons interacting over sub tantial atomic distance (thousands of atomic interval apart)

to produce a coherent up rconducting tate [30]. E entially and very simplistically an elec

tron pas e through the lattic and attracts po itive ion. The hortest r pon time of the

ion i the high t po ible lattice vibration frequency the Debye frequency WD. This lattic

deformation attracts a econd electron becau e of the local accumulation of po itive charge.

Th clue to thi insight cam about due to the ob ervation that the transition temperature was

dir ctly related to the mas of diff rent i otopes of a particular uperconductor and obeyed the

following r lation,

TcMi = constant (1.46)

where Mi i the mas of the i otope and a rv 0,5 for mo t uperconductor.

After the discovery of the i otop effect 1. . Cooper howed that if electrons in a metal

xperience an attractive interactive force no matter how mall, then electron would ponta

n ously pair up, resulting in a material with very different properties [31, 32]. The normal tat

of uch a material i un table at lower temp ratur and a more table superconducting tate

with coupl d electrons (Cooper pair) i preferred.

Two electrons with oppo ite pin and mom ntum form Cooper pair. Since th electron

of a Cooper pair have a total pin qual to zero all pair act as bo ons, and occupying the

ame quantum tate, the BCS ground tate. Consequently the condensation of electron into

Coop r pair can be d cribed by a ingl macro copic quantum wavefunction. Thi impli
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that superconducting i an inherently quantum mechanical phenomenon, which manif t it elf

on a macroscopic cale.

Critical temperature, Tc

A famou re ult of the BCS theory i the r lationship between critical temperature and the

lattic environment:

kBTc = 1.13/iwD exp (_..2...) ,
Aep

(1.47)

wher WD i the Debye lattice frequency and Aep is a dimen ionle electron-phonon parameter

which typically has value do e to 0.3 for conventional uperconductor. With Aep = 0.3,

and typical values for WD qual to 1012 Hz to 1013 Hz10 an upper limit for the BCS valu

Tc of approximately 25 K i implied. Thi condu ion has to ome extent been challenged by

agamat u et al [14][15] di covery that MgB2 has a uperconducting transition temp rature

Tc = 39 K.

Th BCS limit obviously do not apply to HTS which typically have critical transition

t mperatures greater than 77 K. onethele , the basic BCS model i the foundation of the

under tanding of all uperconductor. Currently there i no general consensus in the ci ntific

community on the micro copic mechani m operating in HTS , unlike MgB2, which i das ifi d

as a conventional BCS uperconductor. The main di cour e focuse on the glue' of the coupled

hol (the charge carrier in HTSs), which form th up rconducting conden ate.

Energy gap, 2~

The n rgy gap or order param t r ~ i a fundamental quantity within the BCS theory. It can

b hown that the minimum energy required to break up a Cooper pair i 2~. The nergy gap

at T = 0 K i related to Tc by,

(1.4 )

For o-called weak-coupl d uperconductors exp rim ntal values for f3c vary from 3.0 to 4.5

- with mo t around the theor tical BCS value of f3c = 3.5. HTS experimental data ugg t

IOThi vibration range is equivalent to the Debye temperatures, eo = 100 K - 500 K where hwo = kBeo.
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Figure 1-3: Temperature dependence of the BCS energy gap for the range 0.1:::; t :::; 1.0.

that the energy gap width lie between 4 and 7 [23, 33]; this sugg ts that HTS' are not

weak-coupled BCS uperconductor.

The temperature dependence of the gap i somewhat flat until it near Te . Clo e to Te ~

cl creases rapidly according to:

~(T) = 1.74 (1 _T) 1/2 T ~ T
e

.
~o Te

(1.49)

umerically calculated values of the r duced gap parameter Lll~) versu reduced tempertur

t = f, ar plotted in Figure 1-3 [34].

Coherence length, ~

Coherence in uperconductivity i the mutual interaction and correlation of the behaviour of

I ctron xtending over some di tance, wher the maximum di tance is called the intrinsic BCS
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coherenc length ~o. According to the BCS theory ~oi related to the energy gap by

(: _ nvp
<,,0 - ,

1r~0
(1.50)

where Vp i the Fermi velocity [35].

Unlike conventional uperconductor which have coherence lengths ranging from 0.1- 1j.Lm,

HTS have very hort coherence 1 ngths of the ord r of atomic di tances, resulting from large

~o and mall Vp.

Pippard concluded from microwave urface-impedance measurements that a small amount

of impuriti doe not have a significant effect on Te but trongly effects ~ [25]. He uggest d

that the 1 ctron mean free path le limit the intrin ic rang of the Cooper pair ee Equation

1.1 .

It i u eful to clas ify uperconductor as clean if le » ~o and 'dirty if le « ~o

~(T)

~(T)

(
Te ) 1/2

= 0.74~0 T
e

- T

(
T. ) 1/2

O. 5~ Te~T

le » ~o, Clean Limit,

le « ~o, Dirty Limit.

(1.51)

Penetration depth, >.

In contrast to ~ th P netration depth>' increas with increasing concentration of impuriti

via th decr asing of the mean free path of electron [25]. Thi approach has been confirmed

by the BCS theory. The BCS dependence of >.(t) on reduced temperature for both the 'dirty'

(n = -~) and clean (n = -i) limit is the following:

>.(t) = >'0 [~2 tanh (~; ~2)]n ,

where Equation 1.52 i u d in fitting magn ti ation data in Chapter 5.
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1.5 Characteristic Properties of Superconductors

1.5.1 Type-I and type-II superconductors

Other than niobium, vanadium and technetium all elemental superconductor are o-called

type-I with HTS and intermetallic uperconductor being of 'type-II. The di tinction be

tw en type-I and type-II uperconductors initially aro e from a tudy of the behaviour of a

uperconductor in an applied magnetic field. A quantitative de cription of the magnetic behav

iour, including the clas ification of type-I and type-II uperconductor was first formulated by

Abriko ov [3] in hi analysi of the Ginzburg-Landau theory as di CllS ed in Section 1.3.4.

An important aspect of superconductivity i the Mei ner effect which is a direct con e

quenc of the macro copic quantum nature of a superconductor. This effect demonstrat the

property of a uperconductor to be a perfect diamagnetic material and it cannot be explained

by infinite conductivity. A fundamental difference between a theoretical perfect conductor and

a uperconductor is the fact that th former can be considered a magnetic field con erver

(~ = 0)' while a uperconductor i a magnetic field expeller (B = 0), creening out magnetic

fi Id from it interior.

For a type-I uperconductor with z ro demagneti ation factor (a long thin cylind r in a

parallel field) the magnetic field i expelled up to a maximum field value, He, above which th

up rconducting tate cease, as hown in Figure 1-4. In the case of a type-II uperconductor

th re are two critical fields. The ame perfect diamagnetic r pon e i ob erved up to a lower

critical field H < Hel . Above Hel uperconductivity i not de troyed' instead magnetic fi Id

p netrat into the bulk of the uperconductor forming normal region in the form of magnetic

vortex filaments. Thi mixed tate mayor may not be able to exhibit perfect conductivity

depending on whether the vortices are locked (or pinned) by pinning sites. Each vortex contains

exactly one magnetic flux quantum of magnitude:

<Po = he
2e (1.53)

where hi Planck' constant, e the peed of light in a vacuum and e i the charge of an el ctron.

The denominator 2e in Equation 1.53 i a consequence of the fact that the charge carrier of

a uperconductor are Cooper pairs. A rough picture of a vortex con ist of a normal cor and
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a circulating upercurrent. The core, with radius f'J ~ consi ts of the magnetic field which has

punctured though the superconducting material and the vortex upercurrent circulate within

a region of radiu f'J >. around the core.

When £lux fir t enter a type-II uperconductor the interaction of the vortices is mall

b cause they are far apart. With increasing magnetic field the separation between vortice i

comparable to the penetration length vortices repel each other and form a regular triangular

vortex lattice. Pinning of the vortic due to inhomogeneiti in the superconducting material

lead to a emi-glas magnetic tructure in orne regions. A di cus ed in Section 1.3.4, th

formation of the normal regions in a type-I! superconductor is an energy consequence which

allow ' th uperconducting tate to persist above Hell up to an upper critical field He2 above

which the normal state i preferred as hown in Figure 1-4 (b) and (c) respectivelyll.

(a) Mei ner tale (b) Mixed tate (c) Nonnal tate

• uperconducting

• Nonnal

Figure 1-4: Field profiles for a superconductor in (a) Meissner state typ&-I (H<He) or typ&-II (H<Hel )
(b) mixed state typ&-II (Hel <H<He2), (c) normal state for eith r typ&-I (H>He) or typ&-II (H>He2)
or T>Te .

The magnetic £lux den ity B and the applied magnetic field Ha ar related to each oth r by

th following expre ion

B = Ha + 47rM, (1.54)

IlThe existence of a third critical field, Hc3, refers to the end of uperconductivity at the surface of a super
conductor. Surface superconductivity' can exist at fields greater than H c2 when the surface is parallel to the
external field.
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wh r M i the magnetic moment per unit volume. The magneti ation curve i often plotted

-41rM v r u Ha. agneti ation curv for rever ibl (zero flux pinning) type-I and type-II

up rconductor are hown in Figur 1-5. The area under a magneti ation curve i a dir et

me ure of th cond nsation energy as ociat d with the uperconducting tate.

H
H (Oe) C

a

oH
c

H (De)
a

o

(a) (b)

H H
c

c

-- a~ -- ~~
~~

~~

Figure 1-5: Ideal reversible magnetisation curv for (a) type-I and (b) type-II uperconductor.

Th r ver ible respon e of a type-II uperconductor to an applied magnetic field, hown in

Figur 1-5 (b) i an ideal cas . In practi with the applied field increasing or decreasing in

th mix d tate vortex motion i inhibited by pinning centr uch as material de£ c . Thi

r ul in a non-rever ible M(H) relationship uch that illu trated by the black curve in

Figure 1-6 th r d urve i a theor tical rev r ible plot.

P rfeet conductivity in th mix d tate cannot b umed - the interaction of curr nt and

vor ic ( If-field or xternal field) r ul in a Lorentz-like force on the vortic which tend

to mov th m again t pinning forc r ulting in pow r di ipation. Pinning of vortic nabl

type-II up rconductors to carry current with zero r i tanc . Table 1.2 provid upper critical

fi Id parameters for elected compound and alloy at practical operating temp ratur of liquid

nitrogen (77 K) or helium (4.2 K).
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Figure 1-6: Hyster magn tisation curve due to pinning of vortices.

Material Bc2 (T)

Nb3Sn 22 (4.2 K)
Nb3(AhsGe2S) 40 (4.2 K)

(Bi,PbhSr2Ca2Cu30x 3 (30 K) 1 (77 K)
YBa2CU07-x 10 (77 K)

Tabl 1.2: Upp r critical magnetic field valu given in SI unit of':D la for elect d upercon
du tor.
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For th cop of thi th i it i nec ary to as ume that the magneti ation r pon to

appli d fi Id M(H) i compri ed of two component equilibrium Meq and irr v r ibl Mirr:

(1.55)

Meq which i negative in ign i the quilibrium magn ti ation that i generated by th uper

curr nt as ociated with individual vortic . Mirr i the magnetic respon e due to macro copic

upercurrent Je who e exi tence as di cus ed above dep nds on the pinning of vortic . that

Je = 0 wh n Mirr = 0 (z ro pinning forc ). If pinning force are mall' then M(H) urve

ar almo t rever ibl . Und r thi condition of rever ibility the London penetration depth can

b related to Meq. Thi will be di cus ed further in S ction 3.5.

Finally unlike the abov cas of no pinning (rever ible M(H) relationship), C.P. Bean d v l

op d a critical state model (CSM) to d cribe the M(H) properties in a type-II uperconductor

when ther i ignificant pinning [36]. Th CSM i u d in the timation of the critical cur

r nt by analy ing the M(H) r lation hip. The model predict that Je(H, T) i proportional to

b.M = M- - M+ where M-(M+) i the magneti ation m asured in decreasing (incr asing)

fi Id r p ctively as hown in Figur 1-6.

1.5.2 The Critical State Model

B an critical tate model (CS ) [36] is b d on the fact that the r i tanc of a up rcon

du tor i z ro, which implie there ar two tate for current flow, either the current den ity i

qual to Je or zero. Figurel-7 illustrat the model for an initially unrnagneti ed lab of type-II

uperconductor in increasing magn tic field (a) -4 (b) and d creasing field (b) -4 (c). When

th xternal applied field parallel to th conductor urface i rai ed by He, a bipolar current of

±Je i indu d. Th xternal appli d field p n trat to uch a depth that th hielding field

canc Is the external appli d fi Id in th central region. While increasing the external field both

th current and the field p netrate d per into the uperconductor until th centre i r ach d

by the p n trating xternal fi Id Hp and i directly r lated to the current that th uperconduc

tor an u tain without vortex lattic motion. The interaction betw en the vortex lattic and

pinning i important as it permits th uperconductor to ustain a upercurrent without

di ipation. If the vortex lattice mov thi impli a local change in flux has occurr d and
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H

(a) (b) (c)

Figur 1-7: Internal field profile in a lab of type-II uperconductor according to the Bean critical tat
model [361 with external field parallel to the urface (increasing magnetic field (a) ---t (b) and decreasing
field (b) ---t (c)).

an electric field is induced. The interaction of the electric field and current r ult in n rgy

di ipation.

The Bean CSM urn that Je i ind pendent of B and the following general expre ion

r pr ent the CS wher th magnetic field gradient i equal to the critical current den ity

and proportional to the vortex pinning forc

411"
\7xH=-J.

c
(1.56)

Reducing the xternal field below Hp r ult in a new induced bipolar current of oppo it

polarity with a more compl x magnetic profile ketched in Figur 1-7(c). In Chapter 3 a

polycr tallin HTS intergranular CSM (bas d on the above gen ral form) i d v lop d which

h morphology-dep ndent parameter .

1.5.3 The DC Josephson effect

Gia ver [10] ob ervation of ingle electron tunnelling led to the discovery of the Jo ephson

one of which i to b di cus d in thi ection. In 1962 Brian Jo eph on [37-39] uc

c fully predict d the tunnelling of Coop r pairs though an SaISb ( uperconductor insulator
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up rcondu tor) junction providing the insulator was thin enough (rv 10 ) with no potential

drop acro the in ulator. Thi tunnelling effect i known as the DC Jo eph on effect and

not only tak place in junctions but al in oth r weak-links' where the critical curr nt i

uppr ed for xample in HTS intergranular mat rial.

The DC Jo ephson effect i bas d on the quantum nature of uperconductivity. In ord r to

under tand the effect consider two identical and eparate uperconductors where each up rcon

ductor will hav it en mble of Cooper pair in one ingle tate d cribed by a wavefunction

Wi = IWil e'Ppi. At the ame temperatur their r pective amplitud will be id ntical but th ir

phas will b arbitrary. If the two sup rconductor ar brought together in uch a way as to

tabli h a p rturbation r ulting in a weak link the interference between their wavefunctions

r ul in a n w wavefunction for the whole. The amplitud of the wavefunctions are qual

b for th joining but their phas ar not hence the phase coherence i directly related to th

tabli hing of a weak-link contact.

In Jo ephson junction the wavefunctions on ith ride of the barrier/insulator b come

lock d togeth r with a phas differenc, ''Pp = t.pa - t.pb and a upercurrent, Icj flows b tw n

th two up rconductor with zero voltag drop according to the following expr ion,

Icj = lcOj in ''P' (1.57)

The above quation impli that if a tunneling current Icj i to flow acro the junction,

the phas differ nce ''P adju t accordingly. If an inj cted current i higher than the maximum

critical tunn I current lcOj = Icj(O) then a voltage difference Vd develop acr the junction.

Derivation of the DC Josephson effect

Th abov Jo phson r lation Equation 1.57 can b d rived dir ctly from GL quation dis

cus d in S ction 1.3.4.

Th in ulator barri r of a SIS junction i perp ndicular to the x-direction with a current

in this dir ction given by the cond GIr- quation Equation 1.29. If the barrier w re infinitely
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hick th junction current would be z ro and Equation 1.29 would b

-in~: - e* Ax\II = O.

If the barrier i 'thin the current on the one side of the junction must be related to the order

parameter on the other ide of the junction. Phenomenologically, thi boundary condition can

be repre ented by the following expre ion

(-in:x -e*Ax) \II[ ide a] = -in~ [side b],

w re th parameter b has the dimen ion of length. The current flowing in ide 1 i

U ing Equation 1.5 we can write the above equation as

which i the Jo eph on relation Equation 1.57.

Temperature dependence

(1.5 )

(1.59)

Ambegaokar and Baratoff [40J applied the BCS theory to an ideal planar SIS junction and

calculat d the temp rature dependence of Icoj to be giv n by:

IcOj(T) = IcoF(T) = Id) [6(T) tanh (6(T))]
60 2kBT (1.60)

wh r Id) = Id)j(T = 0) = ~~, Rn i the normal-state junction resi tance, 6(T) i th gap

parameter 60 = 6(T = 0), e i the charge of an el ctron and kB i Boltzmann' con tanto
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Figure 1-: fagn tic field dep nd nc of the Josephson CUIr nt for a rectangular uniform junction.

Field dependence

On of the mo t r markabl aspect of Jo ph n junctions is th xi tence of an interfer nc

pattern where the modulation i a dir ct cons quence of the wavelike nature of Coop r pair .

If w as ume a r ctangular Jo phson junction a Fraunho£ r diffraction [41 12 ] r lation-

hip xi t betw en the maximum up rcurr nt and magnetic field ( e Figure 1- ) which i

d rib d by the expr ion

(1.61)

wh re cl> = <I>(H, T) i the total flux threading the junction.

Finally the temperatur and fi Id depend nt quation for the Jo ephson curr nt in a ingl

id al SIS junction can b xpr d

ICj(H, T) = Id)j(T)G(H, T). (1.62)

Thi conclud a g nera! di cu ion on th ori and chara teri tic prop rti r lating to u

perconductivity. It form the foundation for the following two chapter which relate pecifically

to high t mp rature uperconductivity.
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Chapter 2

High-Temperature

Superconductivity

Aft r a bri f di cu ion on the di cov ry of high-temp ratur up rconductor (HTS) thi

chapter focu on tructural is u relating to HTS - tarting from the general cry tallin

form with it uniqu up rconducting copp r oxid plan and ani otropic complications to

tructural int rgranular probl m that mani£ t as 'weak-links b tween grains. [Weak-links are

characteri d by a hort ection of uperconductor or barrier material of the am order as the

coh rence length where the order parameter (and critical curr nt) is ub tantially uppr d.]

Against thi backdrop the future of HTS technology i di CllS ed.

2.1 Discovery

In 19 6 J. B dnorz and K. A. till r [4] urpri ed the olid tate phy ics and material ci nc

comrnunitie with their di covery of a polycry tallin ceramic uperconducting y tern La-Ba

Cu-O with aTe> 30 K. Th maximum critical tran ition temperature had b en fixed at 23 K

for over a d cade and the BCS theory pr nt d convincing argument that Tc above 30 K was

probably impo ibl (pr ently there i no accepted th or tical xplanation of high temp ratur

up rcondu tivity). The evolution of transitional critical temp ratur in up rcondu tor i

hown in Figure 2-1.

Initially the r earch of Sleight et al [42] and K. H. Hock et al [43] caught the att ntion
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Figure 2-1: Critical temperature v year of di covery for a few important uperconductor.

of Bednorz and MUllerl . Sleight et al had found that the perov kite Ba (Pb1- xBix)03 u

perconduct at 13 K and Hock et al had ugg ted that th Jahn-Teller effect2 may lead to

polaron-induc d high-temperature uperconductivity in tran ition-metal mod [44]. Thi was

the beginning of the di covery of HTS . It i remarkable how HTS differ from conventional

metallic uperconductors· none of the constituent atom of HTS are uperconductor and no

vidence from conventional uperconductivity re earch had ugge ted focu ing on oxid which

are predominantly elas ified as insulator at room temp rature.

The harp drop in r i tance in the La-Ba-Cu-O y t m ugg ting the pre ence of a uper

conducting phase was confirmed by many ourc one of which was C. W. Chu. Chu et al [45

46] plac d a p cim n of La-Ba-Cu-O und r hydro tatic pressure and r cord d an incr in Tc

to 50 K. Instead of applying an external pr ure, controlled atomic ub titution achieved the

am eft ct with an increase in Tc . For example, B dnorz MUller and Takashige [47] partially

replac d La by Sr or Ca rather than Ba . they found with La ub tituted by Sr Tc was rai d

IOn 8th December 1987 they w re awarded the obel Prize in Phy ic for the discovery of high-temperatur
uperconductivi ty.

2 C. Kittel and H. Kroemer, Thermal Phy ics, 2nd ed., Freeman 409, (19 0)
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to 40 K at ambient pre ure.

In 19 7 following the am reasoning as Bednorz et al in ub tituting atoms to increas

internal pressure in the cry tal lattice Wu et al [13 4] di covered superconductivity in

YBa2Cu30 7-x (YBCO)3 which had a Tc ~ 92 K. A typical resistance ver us temperature

curve for YBCO i hown in Figure 2-2. YBCO s critical temperature is well above that of the

boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K), a much cheaper cryogen than liquid helium.
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Figure 2-2: Temperature versus resistance of a HTS howing the phase change of YBa2Cu307-x
blow 93 K (present work).

Sinc the discovery of YBCO a large number of HTS compound have been di covered' to

dat HgBa2Ca2Cu30S has the high st Tc , qual to 135 K (160 K under pr sure) [5].

Pr ntly there i no theor tical xplanation for the uperconducting tate in HTS material.

De pit this, they exhibit superconducting propertie that can be described by phenomenolog

ical th ori uch as the Ginzburg-Landau theory discus ed in Chapter 1. On of the main

3This was the discovery of the '123' superconductors where Y can be replaced by many other rare earth
elements resulting in slight changes in Tc .
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Figure 2-3: Copper oxide superconducting structure. (a) nit cell of CU20 al:rplane. (b) Lay r d
uperconducting plan ,c-axis.

differenc between conventional and HTS i the hort coherence length with r pect to ma-

terial defect ociated with HTS' for example twinning di location grain-boundari etc.

The hort coherence length is the ource of the weak-link grain boundary problem, i.e. a grain

boundary can decrease the intergranular critical current flowing from one grain to another by

order of magnitude. Another important property as ociated with HTS i their anisotropic na

ture which r ult from a layered crystal tructure. [The hort coherence length and ani otropic

nature give ri to difficult and complex fabrication techniqu in the production of electronic

uperconducting component and up rconducting cable [49 50].]

2.2 Crystalline structure - the general form

Cry tallographic inv tigation in order to identify uperconducting phas and their cry talline

tructure has been central in HTS r earch [51]. From thi r earch it has been established that

all HTS cry tallin tructur are generically the ame material consi ting of conducting CU02

plan eparated by in ulating lay rs as hown in Figure 2-3 [52].

When optimally doped4 with charge carrier (hol ) the CU02 plan can conduct and

up rconduct along the alternating Cu and 0 within the plan 5. Apart from the exi tence

4 ormaUy in an oxygen atmosphere.
5Where th Cu 3d orbitals and the 0 2p orbital line up in energy.
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of up rcurrent in the uperconducting plan tunnelling upercurrent exi t between multipl

parall I conducting layer that are approximately 1 nm apart, thus re ulting in the HTS b ing

entir ly uperconducting but highly ani otropic. The in ulating layer act as charge re ervoir

which maintain proper doping in the CU02 and erve as pacer that couple the parallel CU02

plan .

In thi tudy the HTS of choice i YBCO with a Tc ~ 92 K. An obviou reason for th

pr ferential tudy of YBCO i that its Tc i above the boiling point of liquid nitrog n (77 K)

which was the cryogen available for thi r arch. Secondly, YBCO has up riar magn tic and

curr nt prop rtie when cornpar d to mo t other HTS at op rational temperature greater than

60 K r ver ibl M(H) behaviour i only appar nt at temp rature do to Tc . Thus YBCO

i th material of choice in many practical HTS applications particular in cond-gen ration

wir (to be di cu ed in Section 2.5.1).

The YBCO cry tal tructure i imilar to the cubic perov kite tructure. Thi tructure type i

more commonly associated with piezoelectric and ferro lectric material. In fact, the tructure

of YBCO compri a tack of thr p rov kit -like cub as hown in Figure 2-4.

The total number of oxygen (0) it available per triple perov kite tructure of YBCO i

nine and not even which one may assume at a first glance at its chemical formula, YBa2Cu307-x.

The location and content of 0 atoms within the YBCO cry tal structure i critical to the u

perconducting tate [53].

The YBCO unit cell in Figur 2-4 how that the O-atoms above and below the yttrium

(Y) atom (1 vel), form part of complete CU02 planes but are mi ing at the Y-level. Al 0, on

th top and bottom of the unit cell the O-atom in th front and back are mi sing, leaving

traight Cu-O chains i.e. no omplete plane. Thi re ult in a et of two do ely coupled

uperconducting CU02 plane p r YBCO unit cell.

Th valenc of the atom in th unit cell of YBa2Cu306 ar mo t important and ugge t

a low hole density concentration: inc Y i +3 Ba i +2 Cu is +2 and 0 i -2 thi giv a

total of 3+4+6-12=+1. [A uming all the hol are mobil thi re ult in 6 x 1027 hole 1m3

a low r charge carri r concentration than in conventional metal.] For a maximum Tc oxygen
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Figur 2-4: nit c II of YBCO with Cu02[ab]-plan and CuO chains.

diffu into the 0 it of Cu-O chain implying an v n lower charg carrier concentration.

YBa2Cu306+x i an insulator in th rang 0.0< x < 0.4 and uperconduc in the rang

0.4< x <1.0 hown in Figur 2-5.Thi dep ndence of the tate of YBCO on oxygen ont nt

xtrem ly important. Con qu ntly annealling in an oxygen atmo phere i an ential t p

in the production of uperconducting YBCO.

2.2.2 Anisotropy

High t mp ratur uperconductor (HTS) are de rib d as ani otropic uperconductor with

up rcondu tivity mainly confin d to two-dimensional CU02 ab-plane. It i b cause of th

CU02 ab-plan that ani otropy dominat the normal and up rconducting prop rti ofHTS.

A ingl YBCO cry tal for example has larg r critical current in the ab-plane than along the

c-axi , and th p n tration d pth and oher nc length are al 0 ani otropic in natur [23 54].

Th d gre of ani otropy varie from HTS to HTS' for xampl the normal r i tanc ratio of

th BSCCO (mixed oxid of bi muth trontium calcium and copp r) y tern may be high
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Figure 2-5: Variation of critical temperatur as a function of oxygen doping in YBa2Cu306+x.

105 while in YBCO it i 102. Another important form of ani otropy is that found in the en rgy

gap in th ab-plane. The energy gap of a HTS has a pr dominant dxL y2 ymmetry, with the

po ible xception of d1- xCexCu04 [55-60]. Thi impli that the gap i greate t along th

a and b directions and zero between the two axe , and has dir ct implications for the critical

curr nt in grain-boundari [61].

Ani otropy must be consid red when analy ing magnetic data including that for polycry 

tallin granular material. Thi tudy introduces an average granular penetration depth Ag ,

which i an average penetration depth in th ab-plane Aab and th penetration depth in th

c-direction, Ac . A detailed tudy i pr ented in Chapter 3' where Ag(T) data i derived from

high-field magneti ation M ver u applied field H isotherm curve.

2.3 Polycrystalline material

Bulk polycry tal1ine HTS hav tran port current charact ri tics that differ ignificantly from

tho e of conventional uperconductors [62 63]. Thi i due to weak uperconducting coupling

betw n grains which behave as magnetically ensitiv; Jo ephson junctions - grain boundary

Jo ph on junctions (GBJ ) [64-66]. Thi i the o-called weak-link effect [67] which i central
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to till th i. It i the w ak-link ff ct that d t rmin the ultimate tran port current in a

HTS and thi i a evere problem in large current application for xample in HTS tap /wire

th intergranular critical curr nt may b ord r of magnitud than intragranular critical

curr nt 6 [66].

o ingl phy ical param ter can bud to d crib d a grain boundary as a GBJ. Param

r can b cat gori ed as either intrinsic or extrinsic for example the hort coherence length

of HTS con id red intrinsic compared to trapp d condary phase in the GB .

Th grain boundary (GB) density in HTS mat rial i a con quenc of th preparation

m thods us d. For xampl a olid tate prepar d polycry talline bulk HTS will hav on

av rag a maller grain than that of a m It t xtur d proc d material and h nc a higher GB

d n ity. In till tudy polycry tallin YBCO mat rial was cho n in order to inv tigat GB

w ak-link effec . Figure 2-6 how a micrograph of grains of a polycry talline YBCO p dm n.

Figur 2-6: Polycrystalline YBCO howing typical granular tructur and voids (dark regions).

A number of papers have correlated structural paramet rs of GBs with their ability to

arry up rconducting current [16 63 6 70-74]' for xampl grain mi ori ntation angl and

di location d n ity. A GB i an interfac of adjacent grains of different orientation which have

b n rotat d i.. tilted or twi t d with r p t to on another and i therefor a planar d £ ct.

GIn ome electronic application quite th opposite hold, where the weak-link effect i considered us ful.
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Figure 2-7 (a) show an id all d ketch of a contaminated low angle GB .

silver scavenged impurities
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Figure 2-7: Schematic representation of a grain boundary microstructure including dislocation (a)
contaminated low angle (B) grain boundary (b) ilver cleaned grain boundary (a result of this study)
and (c) phas change of dxL y2 ord r parameter, Facet affect the phase differenc which may equal1r,
r ulting in Josephson current flowing backward across the junction.

It h b n hown that th rrti orientation angle b twe n two HTS grain determin the

el ctronic behaviour of the GB [16, 63, 75J. In the e t~di ,single GB with varying mi ori

ntation angl (twi t) were fabricat d by pitaxially growing YBCO thin film on bicry tal

ub trat with predefined mi orientation angl . A d cr ase in critical current density Je of

mor than thre order of magnitud for increasing mi ori ntation angle B in the rang from 00

to 45° has b en ob rv d [63]. For example, bulk polycry talline YBCO typically has a critical

current den ity Je(T = 77 K) < 500 A/cm2 whereas orientated YBCO thin film grown pi

taxiallyon ingle cry tal oxid ub trates uch as SrTi03 (001) has Je (77 K) > 1 x106 A/cm2
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[76]. A harp decr as of intergranular critical curl.' nt density i typically ob rved at angl

() > 10° [16 17,75-79].

It h be n propo ed that the increase in tre field due to di locations in GB uppre

th order param ter and henc contribut to the weak-link behaviour [63 70]. Meilikhov [ 1]

has published calculations that upport the angular dep ndence of intergranular critical curr nt

on di location .

Lo al oxygen toichiometry within GB influences grain connectivity [70]. Experimental

data ugg t that oxygen content and mi orientation of grain affect local critical temp ratur

and current den ity within the GB' thi oxygen vel.' u Te relationship was di cus ed in S ction

2.2.1. From a broader toichiometry p I.' pective impuriti found in bulk YBCO such as

Y2BaCu05 BaCu02, CuO, etc pr fer to egregate within GB and result in the deterioration

of grain coupling [2, 3]. One of the main aspect of thi th is i illustrat d in Figur 2-7

that of th 1.'01 of ilver doping where the addition of controlled amounts of ilver rids GB of

impuriti .

Th intragranular critical curl.' nt d nsity can be up to order of magnitude gr ater than th

intergranular critical current d n ity in polycry talline HTS . Thi i fundamentallyassociat d

with HTS intrin ically hort coh renc I ngth, which I.' ult in an und irable interaction with

tructural defects such as GB and impuriti as di cu ed above.

It has b n hown that the nature of the order paramet r s Yffimetry dx2_y2 [4- 9] cou

pI d with fac ting in GB ,as hown in Figure 2-7 (b) and (c) lead to an inhomog n ou

current di tribution (in the GBJ ). Based on thi work a model was develop d which ucce 

fully d cribed the grain-to-grain angular dependence of th intergranular critical curl.' nt [90],

and indicate that th intergranular critical current i r duced by approximately on order of

magnitud leaving other effe t re ponsible for the further d Cl.' as in the critical current.

It i quite clear from the pr ceding discu ion that there i a hierarchy of tructural h tero

g neiti that exi t in HTS material leading to w akly coupled grains. Grain boundarie mad

up of a di location network, as w 11 as macro copic cracks void and condary inclu ion [92,

93] and the consequ nc relating to th order parameter Yffimetry and GB facet , all aff t

th coupling of grains in HTS on various patial cale from tens of microm ter to blow

nanometr ,as illustrated in Figure 2-7.
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Oth r identifi d problem r lating to the intrinsic nature of HTS material ar the xi ten

of a pac charg layer and significant el ctronic band b nding at interface uch as GB which

i related to a combination of low carrier den ity and a large dielectric con tant typical of HTS

[91].

Under tanding why grain-boundari act as Jo ph on junction i important in order to im

prov grain-to-grain coupling in HTS wir /tape. Texturing i a method u d to align grain and

incr as the critical current d nsity Jc [94 95]. The mat rial pr dominately u ed in the powder

in tube (PIT) method i (Bi PbhSr2Ca2CuaOx (Bi-2223). Bi-2223 i extremely ani otropic and

micac ollS enabling it to m chanically texture easily (unlik YBCO). Ultimately, even in u

prior textur d material only om 10% of th cro ection of the material i carrying current

[96]. Curl' nt in wire/tape or polycry talline material flows though a weak-link n twork (of

GB ) by a p rcolation proces and it i th P rcolation paths compri ed of low-energy GB that

account for 10% of the cro - ctional area that carri the current. Henc in order to incr as

JCI mol' path of low-energy GBs ar needed. [The abov mentioned are aloof concern in th

o-call d cond gen ration YBCO uperconductor tap which will b di CllS ed in the S ction

2.5.]

In addition to texturing ther ar oth r po ibl olutions to improving connectivity of

grain . For xample, (i) fluxing of GB to obtain cleaner GB or (ii) doping of GB to r li ve

tre at di location and/or alter the band tructure and charge carri r den ity at int rfac .

2.3.1 Intergranular structural fluctuations

Th natur of th tructure of GBJ i important to thi tudy. GBJ are not the id al planar

Jo ph on junction di CllS d in S ction 1.4.3.

The relation hip between the maximum upercurr nt and applied magnetic field uch as

the Fraunhofer diffraction patt rn hown in Figure 1- provide insight into th barrier

(I) tructur [97 9 I. Yason [99] tudied SIS junctions in particular Sn-oxide-Sn junction

with random non-uniformitie of th oxide barrier ( tructural fluctuation). He tabli h d

that thermal fluctuation d troy d uperconductivity wher as tructural fluctuations led to

th tabli hment of a uniqu lev lling off (a plateau region) instead of th typical d caying

r lation of the Fraunhofer diffraction' pattern. Thi plateau region i a curl' nt component
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which i field indep ndent.

Jo ph on effect are not only ob rv din SISjS S junction but al 0 intrin ically in weak

link junctions in bulk HTS . It i weak-link with Jo ephson junction prop rtie that influ nc

th natur of the upercurrent in bulk HTS . The exi tence of a field-independent compon nt

of th Jo ph on current offered a compl tely differ nt int rpretation of bulk HTS transport

critical current in an increasing magn tic field [100] and will be further di cu ed in Chapter 3.

A re ult of thi tudy is the ffi ct of doping on the tructur of GBJ . It i through the field

ind p nd nt critical curr nt compon nt that a measur can b made of the influence doping

has on th barri r tructur Le. uniform to irregular in natur

2.4 Further Comments on High-Temperature Superconductors

A pr viou ly mentioned while th re is pre ently no p cific th oretical explanation of th

m chani m r pon ibl for up rconductivity in HTS Ginzburg-Landau th ory till appli

with a £ w fundamental con ideration . For exampl in th r gion wher it i applicable that

i n ar Tc the fr e energy difference b tw n the normal and up rconducting tate becom

comparabl to th averag thermal en rgy. HTS are more intrinsically nsitive to th rmal

fluctuation du to their large p n tration depth small coherence length and higher op rating

temperature. Cons quently thermal fluctuations (kBT) mu t be taken into account. Due to

th mall conc ntration of charge carrier the p netration depth for high temperature up r

conductor i much larg r than that for conventional uperconductors.

Another consideration i th ani otropic nature of high temperature uperconductor. For

material uch as BSSCO th Ginzburg-Landau theory at ime prov to be inadequate [101]

and the Lawrence-Doniach th ory i us din t ad to account for xtreme d gre of ani otropy7

[102]. For xample, in th or tical tudi an ffi ctiv harg carri r mas t nsor h b n

adopt d to a count for the different mobiliti in the differ nt cry tallographic directions where

th d gr e of the ani otrophy i d crib d by the dim n ionle up rconductor ani otropy

factor (== ~ = ~ = (...!&.) 1/2 where m i th ffi ctiv mas.
"'ab '>c mab

re pon ibl for many effects related to the flux line lattice in high
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The coh renc I ngth for YBCO are ~ab(O) rv 15 Aand ~c(O) rv 4 A. Thi value for ~c(O) i

approximat ly qual to the di tanc betw en the conducting CU02 plan and upport YBCO

as being a quasi-two-dimensional up rconductor· even more 0 for th extreme ani otropi

BSCCO with ( ~ 150 [103].

2.5 Technology and Applications

Th global up rconductivity market i projected to b US$45 billion by 2010 [104] with poten

tial application in bulk/larg current, and microelectronic/small current d vic . Th latt r

compri d vic uch as rf and microwav passiv component medical instrum ntation and

digital I ctronic while the form r include application uch as motors gen rator , tran form

er pow r transmis ion cabl and nergy torage y tern .

2.5.1 Large-current applications

Initial att mpt to con truct el ctromagnet b d on the zero r i tance property of up rcon

ductor ther by gen rating a magn t without the probl m of Joule heating were un ucce ful

only magn tic fields of a few millite la were po sible. Early measurement and experimen-

tation was mostly on element which, with th exception of were later identifi d as typ -I

up rconductor. uch progr was made in the 1960 with type-II uperconductor, notably

with niobium alloy bTi and b3Sn which led to the production of compact olenoidal mag

n t g n rating field up to v ral t la [105] with a critical op rating temp rature below

rv 25K.

Unlik the abovementioned conventional low-temperature uperconductor the w ak-link

probl m has impacted dir ctly on th fabrication of HTS el ctrical conductor in particular

wir and tap [96 105-107] used in larg current application. Th two HTS y tern that hav

been actively researched in th production of HTS wir /tap ar Ba-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (BSCCO)

and YBCO. Early effort to fabricat a up rconducting wire t chnology for appli ations at

77 K focus d initially on polycrystalline material. Thi fabrication route was thwart d by th

w ak-link probl m, achieving typical critical curr nt d n iti I s than 500 A/cm2 [108 - 110].

An att mpt to ov rcom the w ak-link problem was to align grain thu ov rcoming the GB
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m.i ori ntation probl m in th bulk mat rial by mploying a me hanical-t xturing technology

[111] commonly r £ rr d to th powd r-in-tub (PIT) route. This fabrication rout

B CCO h material of hoic producing what i ref rr d to as fir generation tap

Typical critical curr nt d nsity valu of th tap about 15 000 A/cm2 at T = 77 K. Th

PIT rout involv packing uperconducting BSCCO powder into ilv r tub which ar drawn

and wag d into ilv r filam nt about 1 mm thick- bundl of filament ar then roll d togeth r

to make tap. Th PIT method of fabri ating tap d cr the number of low-energy GB but

do not eliminate w ak-link characteri tics. Thi vident in the ob rvation that typically

only a fraction of th cro ction of th BSCCO material in th tape carri current [96].

D pit BSCCO' high Tc ~ 110 K it w th pr £ rr d HTS of choice ov r YBCO due to th

e with which it textur d, which i r lated dir ctly to it xtreme ani otropic and micac ou

nature.

Th material of choic in cond generation tap is YBCO rather than BSCCO. Thi i du

to th fact that many high-current application uch as generator motors tran form rand

transmi ion cabl ,are iated with high magnetic fields. Th magnetic fi Id p netrat

up rconductor in the form of di r te bundl of magnetic flux lin . If th flux lin r main

tationary (pinn d) up rconductivity can withstand th pr nce of up rcurr nt. How v r

if trong pinning it do not xi t and current i flowing in th up rconducting material

flux lin mov or cr p due to J x H forc r ulting in a di ipation of energy [112 113]

and th vani hing of th ritical curr nt at fi Id blow Hc2. Th on et of th di ipati n

d fin a critical fi Id wh re p rfect conductivity r app ar . Thi critical field Hirr define th

in v r ibility lin and i particular notic abl in HTS mo t likely du to th ir high Tc mall

~ and low dim nsionality. Th region blow H c2 and abov Hirr may b thought of as a vort x

liquid. From a practical per p ctive thi r gion define a condition where upercurr nt rapidly

d cr as and r nd up rconducting material us I for many applications.

Due to BSCCO xtr m anisotropy it do not intrin ically pin as well as YBCO [114].

YB 0 i the pr £ rred material ( v n though BSCCO h a high r Tc ) providing that

it can e By b textur d. [BSCCO tap op rating at 77 K in a magn tic fi Id ar limit d by

th rmally activated flux motion which ultimately a as a r i tanc to current. It i for thi

r on that m t fi Id t t of motor transform rand gen rator u ing BSCCO conductor
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have b n conducted at much lower temperature - I than 30 K.]

Pre ently, the widely pur u d econd gen ration o-called coated conductor technology

promi a co t eff ctiv way (op rational temperatur qual to 77 K) to manufacture fl xi-

bl high current d nsity wir made with YBCO. Th ntial element of thi te hnology i

th d po ition of YBCO as a biaxialiy aligned thick film onto a prepared textured ub trat

which a t as a 'template. Thi r ult in a uperconducting layer with grain-to-grain in plane

alignment [115]. For large scale fabrication of the econd generation' conductor, two epitaxial

m thods hay b n pur u d: ion beam as i ted depo ition (lBAD) [116-118] and rolling as i ted

biaxiaHyalign d ub trate proc (RABlTS)[115 119] with typical in-plan textur of °and

12° re p tively. For operation at 77 K the cond generation conductor are very promising

in both cas yi lding high criti al curr nt densitie > 105 Acm-2.

In ord r to improve le, both th lBAD and RABlTS method triv to improv grain

alignment. Anoth r po ible olution i the doping of grain boundari in order to improv

coon ctivity (and to under tand the grain boundary problem better), which in turn may help in

erring th required accuracy of grain alignm nt thus low ring th production co t [120][121].

2.5.2 Small-current applications

Thin film microwave d vice are one of the fir t mall curr nt application of HTS. lndu tri

[11 122] ar actively involv d in d veloping low-noi e 0 ciliator , very-high-Q cavitie delay

line and antenna array primarily for u e in the c Hular mark t. Whereas normal metals confin

microwave propertie to th kin depth up rconductor do 0 to the p netration depth. Th

advantage that uperconductor offer i much lower urfac impedanc : le s than 0.8 mn in

YBCO film at 10 GHz which i almo t two order of magnitude lower than copper at T = 77

K. Thi advantage provides improved interference r j ction capabilitie in RF-filter placed in

cellular-phone base- tations, thu improving the quality of r ception. The pr ent xplo ion of

wirel lnt rn t will no doubt benefit from the improvement that thin film up rconductor

d vic off r.

Much r arch has being conducted to d velop high quality YBCO film which ar grown

pitaxially on variou ub trat via techniques uch as ion b am puttering and laser ablation.

YBCO grain line up with the ub trate on which th film i grown and film have le of v ral
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million Acm-2 at 77 K.

o t comm rciallyavailabl up rconducting el ctronic d vic are based on the Jo phson

junction. The SQUID ( uperconducting quantum interferenc device) i the mo t nsitive

devic for the detection and me ur ment of magnetic field and has a wide range of application .

The tructure of a SQUID i entially a uperconducting loop with one or two Jo phson

junctions and it operation d p nd upon th combination of flux quanti ation and tunneling.

SQUID provid d th quantity in qu tion can be converted into a magnetic flux, are vel' atile

m uring d vic that ar able to m asure quantiti uch as current voltag and I' i tance,

and hav b en put to us in the earch for gravity wav . An important u e of SQUID i

as a non-invasive probe in medicin . Tomographical image are con tructed with an array of

SQUID , which detect the minute magn tic fields generated by organ uch as the brain or

hart.

Two important areas of up rconducting digital circuit are bas d on the Jo ephson junction:

voltage- tate logic witching from th uperconducting tate (0) to normal tate (1) in a tim

as hort as 1 p ; and flux- tate logic (tran fer and control of ingle flux quanta) [124, 125]. Th

ultimate goal of both technologi i to develop uperconducting upercomputer' but a mol'

immediat aspiration seems to b the development of analogue-to-digital converter digital

filt I' counter and witching array [126 - 12 ].

A mol' I' cent addition to the uperconducting family i magn ium diboride (MgB2), [14

15] which has the highe t recorded conventional uperconductor critical temperatur with

Tc = 39 K. Thi critical temperature ugge t that MgB2 i an extreme example of a phonon

m diat d BCS up rconductor [129]. Although the critical temp ratur i much lower than

HTS it till nabl th u of refrig rator rath I' than co tly cryogen to cool blow Tc .

From a t chnological p rsp ctiv gB2 i traightforward to proc and do not uffer th

am w ak-link problem that HTS material do [130J. S veral group are producing light

weight uperconductor magnet out of gB2 wire for magnetic-r onance-imaging y tern and

magnetic paration [130J.
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Chapter 3

Granular Superconductivity

M tallic films wer the fir t granular superconductors to b tudied [131 132]. Here m tallic

conventional uperconductor film uch as aluminium wer oxidi d to form grains with a mall

av rag ize compared to the coh I' nc 1 ngth. Abov Te grains were hardly coupl d and littl

normal conduction could take place. Below Te> grain w I' Jo eph on coupled and the entir

film b came uperconducting.

Int rgranular proc principally dominate electrical and magnetic propertie of granular

HTS y t m , h nce they ar characteri d as w akly coupled uperconductor 1. Thi int r

granular 3D Jo eph on junction network (particularly polycrystalline material) force transport

curl' nt to meander and percolate in bulk mat rial in order to minimi e di ipation [133 - 135]

and it form the focu of thi Chapter.

3.1 Experimental Evidence

On of th mo t compelling demonstrations of the per olation nature of the upercurr nt in

polycry talline HTS material i provided by vi ual insp ction through techniqu uch as can

ning Hall probe, canning tunnelling and SQUID micro copy [136 - 138]. Vi ual in p ction has

al 0 hown that even in highly textured BSCCOjAg tape and thick film uperconductor it

p I' olation and not flux pinning that limits the maximum current [139 140]. Thi impli

lHigh quality HTS
prop rti .

and epitaxial films containing no or few grain boundaries show no granular
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Figur 3-1: R istanc transi tion of fi Id-cooled YBCO, demonstrating the weak-link effect foot'r gion
(pr ent work).

that GBJ are important in th tudy of wire and tap as w 11 as bulk polycry ta11in HTS

material.

The exi tence of the 3D Jo ephson junction network i ob erved in field-cooled YBCO

r i tance ver us temperature m asur ments2 as hown in Figure 3-1. The magnetic field

d couple grains and a foot-like tructure in the R(T) behaviour below Tc i ob erved. A

th P cimen i cooled all curves are nearly identical until the foot r gion wh re th r i a

pronounc d branching ( e Figur 3-1). The common branching point corr pond to all of

th available boundarie being in a di ipative state. Th non-ohmic nature of the foot r ult

from temperatur and field depend ncy of di ipative grain boundary weak-links, which behav

as Jo ephson junctions. The superconducting paths within the n twork are influenced by th

appli d field (ranging from 0 Oe to 1 Oe) and ar n itive to mall' magnetic field - typical

of Jo eph on junctions. Similar R(T) relations can be ob erved for a rang of currents instead

2 A Helmholtz coil was d igned and con tructed in order to test for the weak-link effect.
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Figur 3-2: Low-field granular magn tisation behaviour of YBCO bar- p im ns (11 x 2 x 2 mm3)

with long sid parallel to th applied fi Id consisting of thr distinct regions: diarnagn tic, houlder
(int rgranular flux penetration) and quasi-diamagn tic (pr nt work).

of th applied magn tic field [141].

The granular nature of polycry talline YBCO also manif t in low-field magneti ation m a

ur ment . H re a houlder feature i ob erved as grains becom d coupl d with the incr as

of an applied magnetic field hown in Figure 3-2.

Initially the p cimen i per£ tly diamagn tic but as th magn tic fi Id incr as b yond

th Jo eph on critical field Hc1j grains b come decoupled and a quasi-diamagnetic r gion

i ob rV' d with a lope related to an effective perm ability, 1 - j.£ /I. In thi region th

intergranular current has d creas d dramati ally, whil within the grains the intragranular

curr nt incr as orr ponding to th ei ner effect in the grain .
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3.2 Josephson Junction Network

For a granular bulk HTS in an appli d magnetic fi Id 1 than a characteri ti (Jo ph on)

fi Id th cr ning current induc d along th outer urfac of the bulk r trict th fi Id to

a maximum depth defined by the Jo ph on penetration depth3 AJ [67] and th bulk of th

p cim nip rfectly diamagnetic if demagneti ation effect ar ignored.

Clem in hi columnar grain model [67] as umed a r gular array with cubic grains of id

1 ngth ao and AJ » ao ( hort Jo ephson junction) and obtain d the following xpr ion for

th Jo eph on p netration d pth:

AJ(t) = (3.1)

wh re t = le <L>o i the flux quantum JcOj(t) i th junction criti al current den ity and

/-Le!! th effecti¥ p rmeability re ulting from grain in th i n r tate. Cl m deriv d an

xpr ion for /-Le!! where th granular HTS m dium w approximat d by parall I cylindrical

grains of radiu Rg ~ T parall 1 0 the applied magn tic field hown in Figur 3-3.

/ -~ F=3::l ~ R/e '"

l¥'d.#

~ 1/~~

'-

Figur 3-3: Columnar grain approximation: a bulk granular HTS of thickn d has up rconducting
grains approximat d by cylind r of raclius Rg aligned parallel to th applied fi Id Ha [671.

for a junction what p netration d pth >. i for th bulk and creen
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In th abov cas Clem obtain d

[
2h (A) ]

J.Le(t) = in + is Alo(A) , (3.2)

wh r in and is = 1- in ar r p ctively the normal and up rconducting volum fractions

and 10 and h are modified B el function . Th factor [~:)o\~)] i a measur of the fractional

d viation of a cylindrical grain from the complete i ner tate wher A = A(t) == ao /2>"g(t)

and ~i the averag granular p n tration depth.

3.2.1 Effects of intergranular structural irregularities on critical currents

Exp rim ntally a di tingui hing difference b tw n bulk HTS compar d to conventional uper

conductor h b n ob erved in th behaviour of critical current ver us magn ti field, Ie(H)

[109 142 - 145]. Th re are three distinct part in a HTS Ie(H) behaviour. A low-field r gion

wh r the critical CUff nt d cay harply, followed by a plateau region (uniqu to HTS) and

finally a high-field region wh r a rapid decr ase in critical curr nt i exhibited as hown in the

k tch in Figure 3-4. Ther are two contrasting explanation offer d for thi b haviour. Ekin

et al [144 145] sugg t that th initial harp decreas in th critical curr nt i du to th d

coupling of w ak-link the middle plateau r gion corr ponds to remaining trong p rcolation

paths and th final decay i attribut d to th br aking of th e paths.

By contrast E.Z. eilikhov mod I [100] i bas d on th tructural differ nc of individ

ual GBJ and ugg ts that it i too impli tic to exp t grain-grain junctions to fall into two

xtr m . ither w akly or trongly coupled junctions. Key to eilikhov mod I i th to

ch tic nature of HT Jo phson jun tions which is us d to xplain the unique plateau £ atur

in le(B) behaviour. Similar th or tical explanations by oth r group have corn to th am

on lu ion as M ilikhov [146 147]. Th xplanation i b d on inhomog n iti of th int r

granular mat rial i. . th in ulator/normal barri r part of a Jo ph on junction. Junctions

ar urn d to b to h tic with a random di tribution of the critical curr nt over th ar a

of th jun tion. Th random natur of th curr nt i ociat d with random tructural fluctu-

ati ns found within th barri r and was fir t tudi d in conv ntional tin-tin oxide-tin jun tions

[99]. Baron and Paterno in their book Phy ics and Applications oi the Josephson Effect [9 ]

compreh n ively di cus th influenc of the local nonuniform Jo eph n curr nt profil on
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Figure 3-4: Curve howing typical bulk transport critical urr nt density r lationship in a HTS as a
fun tion of magn tic field.

le(B) b haviour wh re th phy ical hap of Jo ph n junction barri r determine dift r nt

Jo ph on critical current profil as hown in theoretical curV' of iej in Figur 3-5.

Th ft ct of random fluctuation of a Josephson junction critical current on the behaviour

of le(B) r v al a unique plat au feature wher le i n arly independ nt of magnetic fi Id as

hown in Figure 3-5 (red curve). Till b haviour has b en ob rved experim ntally in ingl

YBCO grain-boundari [64].

Rec nt r earch giv furth r vidence for the random inhomogeneou natur of curren

in HTS junctions more p ifically GBJ [61, 14 - 151]. Th evid nc tern from a tudy

con ming th intergranular critical current d p nd ncy on mi orientation angl of GB [152].

H r th inhomog neou natur of th curr nt i attributed to an int rplay of faceting in GB

and the d-waV' natur of HTS .

To my knowledg no ociation h b en mad b tw en th field independent compon nt

(plat au) of the transport cri tical curr nt and th interplay of GB faceting and th d-wav natur

of HTS in th literatur. Thi eem to imply that the unique field-indep ndent compon nt of

le(B) b haviour may be a dir ct cons quence of a HTS ord r paramet r.
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Figure 3-5: Critical current versus magnetic flux dep nd nc of J ephson junctions for various 10 al
critical curr nt d nsity di tributions: uniform -like and random [9 I.

3.2.2 Magnetic and morphology-dependent intergranular critical current den

sity

M ilikhov and Doyle [153] publish d an expres ion for the critical current den ity dep ndence

on magn tic field Jc(H) for polycry talline HTS . Thi expr ion which i a fit to a magnetic

fi Id dependent critical current mod I incorporating tructural fluctuations of Jo ephson CUff nt

and the p rcolation nature of tran port current in HTS [lOOJ i used later in this th i in

analy ing low-fi Id magneti ation data. A uniqu featur of thi Jc(H) expr ion compar d

to oth r form i the umption that ach Jo ephson junction in a 3D weak-link network has

a nonuniform random Jo ph on curr nt profil . A brief ummary of this Jo phson urr nt

mod I and the p rcolation natur of transport current i giv n below.
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Structural fluctuation

C ntral to the de lopm nt of th abov m ntion d mod I i th u of an xpr ion, d v lop d

by Yan on [99] that d rib the ffi et of random fluctuations on th Jo ephson ritical curr nt

ieF i r duced form i

(3.3)

wh r b = 21r>'gaoB/<Po i th redu d flux in the jun tion. H re aa, i th dimension of th

jun tion (averag grain ize) p rp ndicular to the magn tic field B.l <Po i the magn tic flux

quantum and >'g i the averag granular magnetic pen tration depth. The function 1?(b) and

1i (b) hav th following forms

1?(b) = 1 + 2'y2 {:L Q~1- ex~(-21rf) [:L,Bn] 2}
n=l f n=l

and

{ [ ]2}2 2 2 1 - xp( - 21r f)
12(b) = 2'"'( ~Qn-I/2 1rf ~,Bn-I/2'

r p ctiv ly wh r Q~ = (b2!;2n2) 2 l+n1/J2' ,Bn = (b2_b;2n2) l+n1/]2' f = 2~ (~) and 1r f'"'(2 =

(je - ie)2 / (k)2. Her ie and ie ar the local and m an critical curr nt densiti re p tiv ly

and ro i th corr lation radiu of th junction irregulari ti which i d terrnined by the following

patial au tocorr lation function

[ . ( ) :;] [. ( ) :;] (. ~2 (-IXI-X21)le Xl - leJ le X2 - leJ = le - le) xp ro ' (3.4)

wh r X n i a po ition in th plan of th junction.

According to th abov mod I th local critical curr nt d nsity i dep ndent on thr para

m t r [100]: (i) the iz of th junction ao which r lat th magn tic fi Id to the reduc d flux

in th junction b· (ii) the param t r f which i related to th corr lation radius ro of truc

tural irr gulariti in the junction' and (iii) '"'( and f, which d t rmin the averag modulation
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Figure 3-6: Reduc d critical curr nt v rsus dimensionless magnetic field of a singl Jo ephson junction
with random tructural fluctuations for f = 100 and 'Y = 0.050.1 0.2 and 0.3 [100].

depth of th critical current d n ity in the junction and are d pendent on the irr gulariti . [In

HTS Jo ph on junction th our of th random/fluctuating nature of the critical current

d n ity may not originate only from tructural irregulariti but al 0 as point d out in th

pr vious ction from an int rplay of intergranular fac ting and the d-wave natur of th ord r

param t r.]

Figur 3-6 by us of Equation 3.3 d monstrat the magnetic d pendence of the critical

curr nt of a ingle Jo ph n jun tion with a random fluctuation of a Jo phson junction

critical curr nt ( imilarly as in Figur 3-5). Her the two tructurally ensitive param t r wer

t with f = 100 for variou valu of 'Y-

Percolation considerations

A p rcolation model d crib din R ferenc [154] and urnmari d below urn a et of inde-

p nd nt Jo phson jun tions onn cting randomly ori nted quare uperconducting grain . In

ord r to calculat the tran port critical current Ic(B) for bulk polycry tallin HTS a contact
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criti al curr nt (intergranular) di tribution function !(ieO) of junction was introduc d wh r

that ieO == icj(O). Experim ntal evidence ugg t !(ieO) has th following truncated pow r-Iaw

form

(. )n!!±l!& i <i
! (ieO) = io io '.eO ~

0, teO > to
(3.5)

with n = (~/d) - 1 and d i th av rage junction thickn

The p rcolation model network critical current Ic(B) i proportional (and limited) to th

mall t criti al curr nt i*(w ak t link) that maximi the xpr ion:

wh r

P(i*) = .I !(icj)dicj
i-

(3.6)

(3.7)

i th inv r of i*(P) and i the fraction of weak-links which have critical curren icj > i*.

Th p rcolation limit Pc and the critical conductivity ind x ti do not ignificantly aft t th

mod I and li within the following range: 0.25 < Pc < 0.6 and 1.0 < ti < 1.5. If for a luster

of junction P(i*) > Pc then it will provid a path for the uperconducting current through

th whol y tern.

urning a uniformly quare junction of dimen ions 0.0, with random grain ori ntation and

a trong magn tic fi Id d p nd nc a modifi d di tribution function i obtained

(3. )

wh r <p i th angl b twe n the jun tion plan and th magn tic fi Id.

In ord r to det rmin th critical UIT nt Ic(b) in th 3D weak-link network of Jo phson

junctions th di tribution function of Equation 3.5 i ub tituted into Equation 3. and th

modified di tribution function !j(icj) i determin d· thi i th n ub titut d in Equation 3.7 to

obtain i*(P), which i rnaxirni d. ilikhov r ult [100J with! = 100 and 'Y = 0.02 0.1 and

0.3 ar r produc din Figur 3-7.

It i int r ting to not that th pIa eau r gion in th curv: hown in Figur 3-7 in r
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Figur 3-7: Reduced critical current ver us dimension! magn tic fi Id of Jos phson junctions with
random tructural fluctuations for f = 100 and 'Y = 0.02, 0.1 and 0.3. [100]

wi h an increas in 'Y- Thi r ul i an increasing fi Id ind p ndent part of the Ic(b) urv

which i obviou lyadvantag ous in high power applications. It i ugg too h re that a p ibl

rout to improve the plateau region would be to incr as 'Y though its as ociation with th

irr gulariti in GBJ via th proc of doping.

Meilikhov and Doyl [153] fitted th following expr ion

Jc(b)
Jd) = a xp(b/bo)m + C, (3.9)

o the abov r ults wh re th con tant c account for th plat au £ atur in critical urr nt

v rsu magn tic fi Id r ul with m = 1 and a ~ 1.25.

S tion 1.4.2 introduc dB an critical tate mod I (CSM). The following ction introduc

an intergranular CSM bas d on Equation 3.9.
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3.3 Intergranular critical state model

A di cus dinS tion 3.1 uming a z ro demagn ti ation co fficient a bulk granular HTS i

in the M i n r tat for th appli d magnetic fi Id Ha < Helj wher Hclj i the intergranular

criti al field for th GBJ in the low-field r gion 0 ~ Ha ~ H elg where H clg i th lower

critical fi Id for the HTS grains. When Ha 2:: Helj it b corn en rg tically favourabl for

Jo ph on curren to form J ph on vortic each carrying one magn tic flux quantum <Po

along th grain-boundari . In a imilar mann r to Abriko ov vortic in cony ntional type-II

up rcondu tor Jo ephson-vortice p netrat into int rgranular material with a chara teri tic

(Jo phson) penetration d pth AJ. Incr as of Jo eph on fluxon penetration into intergranular

material i ev ntually prey nt d by current loop consi ting of p rcolation network of coher nt

oupl d grains which extend azimuthally around th HTS p imen and mall r curr nt loop

around dust r of coupled grains4
•

An int rgranular CSM can be us d to d termine the intergranular critical curr nt from

low-field magn tisation measurement. Ther are num rou CS which di c HTS low-fi Id

magneti ation measur ment [155]. Doyl and Doyl [156] have developed an intergranular

CSM from th critical tat quation given by Equation 1.56 togeth r with an empirical ex

pr ion for the int rgranular critical urrent d nsity which later was hown th retically [153]

to b consi tent with Equation 3.9. The Doyl model i fitt d to i oth rmal zero-field- ooled

magn ti ation m ur ment M(Ha , T) in th low-field region. The remainder of thi ection

will revi w th ir tr atment and will b us d lat r in thi th i due to morphological in ight

it offer in th analy of magneti ation me urem nt in polycry talline HTS .

The mod 1 consider that a z ro-field cooled long cylindrical HTS pecim n of radius R

that i cool d to blow T e . Once a temperatur of tudy T i r ached, an appli d fi Id Ha i

incr ed from z ro within th low-fi Id r gion. For field gr at r than H elj , Jo ph on Auxons

p n trat irr ver ibly into th intergranular mat rial with a characteristic length the J ph on

p n tration d pth Aj. Th Jo phson p n tration d pth i as umed to b of th ame ord r or

larg r than th av rag grain iz 0.0. Thi as umption i later confirm d to b corr t. Th

fi Id p netration into intragranular mat rial (grains) xtend to a d pth equal to an av rage

4 In thi treatment conventional flux pinning in th junction i ignored.
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granular p n tra ion depth >'9'

Th local mean internal fi Id H(r) was umed to be cylindrically ymm tri and parall 1

to Ha., with a radial fi Id gradi nt giv n by a cylindrically ymmetric form of th CS :

dH (41r)dr = ± ~ Jcj (H, T) , (3.10)

(3.11)2J.Leff iR
-41rM = Ha - -2- H(r)rdr.

R 0

wher Jcj (H, T) i the ffi tive local hielding curr nt d n ity ( quivalent to the tran port

urr nt den ity).

Th magn ti ation of a p cim n with a radiu R and an ffective perm ability J.Leff(T) ==

B/H, i

An expr ion with up rconducting and morphological parameter, for an explicit form

of M(Ha , T) from Equations 3.10 and 3.11 i achi v d by d v loping explicit expr ion for

J.L ff(T) and Jcj(H, T). Th xplicit expr ion cho n for J.Leff(T) i Equation 3.2 which w

di cus d in S tion 3.2.

Th int rgranular tunnelling curr nt density Jcj (H, T) can be repr ent d (S ction 1.4.3)

Jcj (H, T) = JcOj(T)G(H, T), (3.12)

wh r JCj(H, T) = Icj(T)/A and A i th ar a of a jun tion. It i nec ary to modify JcOj(T)

and G(H, T) to adequately d crib th HTS y t m of a p rcolativ network compri d of

GBJ .

omponent G hav b n di c ed by v ral autho [40

161 162] and us d in critical tate mod 1. Th range from Kim-typ mod Is [163 164]

(G <X (l/H) or G <X (1- H/Ho)-l) xponential d p nd nc (G <X xp(l- H/Ho)-n) wh r

Ho and n are model- pe ifi param ter or ar d termin d mpirically to Gb ing ind pend nt

of H (B an mod 1). The r ulting m difi d CSM w r th n applied to th magn ti ation

b haviour of HTS in th low-fi Id r gion [100 155].

Th work of M ilkhov [100 154] on polycry tallin HTS mat rial which includ consid ra-

tions of curr nt fluctuation within GBJ and p rcolation behaviour as di c d in Section 3.2,
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pr diet the characteri tic interm diate fi Id-independent plateau feature of Je(H). Thi I d

Doyle and Doyle [156] to use th following mpirical expre ion for the critical current d nsity

for polycry tal1ine HTS material in the pr ent low-fi Id r gion5

or

Je (H, T) = Je{) (T) [exp (~~) + 8] (3.13)

(3.14)Je (H, T) = Je{)j (T) exp (~~) + Jelj(T),

where, from Ambegaokar-Baratoff theory (Equation 1.60) Je{)j(T) = Je{)F(T) Je1j(T) = 8Je{)j

where 8 i a characteri tic constant of the junction network. The model parameter Ho = Ho(T)

a charact ri tic field of the averag junction.

The empirical expr ion for the critical current density Je given by Equation 3.13 i ub

titut d into Equation 3.10 and integrated to obtain the average local internal field,

H(r) = Ho In [{ (1 +8a) e-e(l-r/R) - I} /8] (3.15)

wher Ri the p cim n radui , a = exp(Ha / Ho) € = (41r/c) Je{)8R/Ho and 8 = Je1(T)/ Je{)(T).

The reduc d flux p netration di tance into th p cim n i d fined as Xo = 1 - ro/R, where ro

i th flux penetration radiu (Le. uch that J-LeffH = 0 for r ~ ro) and i then giv n by

_~ I [1 + 8a]Xo - € n 1+ 8 .

To d termin the magneti ation of the p cimen Equation 3.15 is ub tituted into Equation

3.11 and th n integrated by parts yielding:

for Xo ~ 1

(3.16)

5Th expr ion was later theor tically confirmed by Equation 3.9 [153].
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and for Xo ~ 1,

-4nM ~ H. [1 -/"f/] + Ho [i + ,~ (;Qk z2+
2k + 2n t;R,.z 1+2k - n2

1n ( inhz) :~:+'],
(3.17)

wh re n = In(l + <5a) - E, Q = 22kB2k/(2 + 2k)(2k)!, Rk = 22kB2k/(2k + 1)! and B2k ar the

Bernoulli number. Equations 3.16 and 3.17 are valid for all Izl ~ 7f and the erie converg

ufficiently by k = 4. Finally Equation 3.16 and 3.17 ar fitted to experim ntal i oth rmal

M(Ha ) curv where the temp rature-dependent variable Jco(T) , <5 = Jc1 (T)/ JcO(T) Ho(T)

and /-Le!!(T) are free fitting paramet r .

3.4 Characteristic fitting parameters

In thi tudy car ful election of appropriate mod 1 for parameter has been made in ord r to

con train fit to achieve maximum in ight into under tanding the role grain boundary Jo phson

junctions (GBJ ) have on the critical current in polycry talline HTS. Here, thr e of the four

fitting parameter Jco(T), <5 = Jcl(T)/ JcO(T) and Ho(T) , which ar relat d to the critical- tate

mod 1 r viewed in th previous ction will b di cu ed. Th effective permeability /-Le!!'

fitting parameter has already been di cu ed in Section 3.2.

3.4.1 Zero-field critical current density, JcO(t)

A modifi d Ambegaokar-Baratoff model (Equation 1.60) for a ingl junction correct d for

ord r param ter uppr ion at the junction interface [157 - 160]

{
~i(t) [ ~i(t) ]}

JcO(t) = JcOf ~i(O) tanh 2kBtTc
(3.1 )

i fitt d to Jco(T) data. H re JcOf = [7f~~] [7f~0)] Rn i the normal tate junction

resi tanc , ~i i the uppre ed gap param ter at the junction boundarie given by ~i =

~(X)(t) tanh [w(t)] with w(t) = xo/( J2~s(t)) wher X o i the uppre ion range for th gap

param ter near the junction boundari ,~(X)(t) i the gap parameter far from the junction

boundari and ~s(t) <X )(1 + t2)/(1 - t2) i the effective coherence length in the up rcon-
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ducting material.

The use of Equation 3.18 in th fitting proc ,which i to be di cus ed in detail in S ction

5.2, re ults in average normal tate junction (GBJ) re i tance valu Rn.

3.4.2 Field-independent reduced critical current density, o(T)

Th critical current density expr ion us d in the CSM Equation 3.14, includ a field inde

pendent reduc d critical current den ity component Jc(T) and a field dependent component

Jc(T, H) which decreas exponentially with applied field. A uniqu feature of th CSM i th

fi ld-indep ndent parameter 0 = Jc1 (T)/ JcO(T). Due to it as ociation with the morphological

parameter 'Y di cu ed in Section 3.2.2 0 can be expre d in the following form

[ ]

1/2

O~ :0 'l/Jr,

/22
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tochastic di order within Jo eph on junction. They also pr dieted the exi tence of the I(H)

plat au for random di order within th junction. They found that the plateau depend on

th ratio of TO/ AJ wher TO i the length cale of di order (average correlation length) and

i as ociated with pinning centr and the average Jo ephson p netration d pth AJ. Th y

concluded that for To/AJ ~ 1 there i no plateau, and that the plateau would exi t only for the

case of TO / AJ « 1.

Sarnelli et al [166] found that a current component indep ndent of field strength i ociat d

with thin-film YBCO GBJ bicry tals. They found that the residual current (plateau) w

en tiv to ozon and the mi orientation angle. A general d crease of the r idual current was

ob erv d with temperatur with a rapid d crease near Te .

Mor recently, the tudy of tructural fluctuations has b n investigated by the use of th

abov m ntioned int rgranular CSM Equation 3.13. Studying the CSM s characteri ti fitting

param ter v r u temp rature variou aspect of the nature of polycry talline HTS material

have been ob erved [156]. YBCO P cim n with different average grain iz 2.2 /-Lm and 5.

/-Lm were found to have con tant &= 0.01 and 0.042 re p ctively in the t mperatur range 69

K to Te (= 92.5 K). In anoth r YBCO tudy [167] it was ob erved that & ignificantly incr as

in th t mp ratur range 50 < T < 70 K . Thi increase was attributed to the oxygen d ficient

YBCO phas in the GBJ becoming uperconducting. We have tudied the variation of & with

ilver doping [120] and thi re earch will be di cus ed in detail in Chapter 5.

3.4.3 Weak-link network characteristic field, Ho(t)

In thi work a hort weak-link junction model for Ho(t) b haviour has been as umed becau e

th Jo phson penetration length Aj (Equation 3.1) is timated to be greater than the average

junction length ao' thi i proved to b correct later. The characteristic field Ho(t) has the

following form

(3.20)

wher Bo i th induction in th plane of an av rage junction corr ponding to a singl flux

quantum cPo in the junction TJ ~ 1 i a geom trical/morphological constant which allows for

uperconducting ani otropy grain- hape ani otropy and average GBJ ori ntation and d i th

effective junction-barrier width [167].
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3.5 Reversible Magnetisation - High-field Analysis

In thi tudy, a modifi d approa h to Doyl and Doyle low-fi Id analy i [156] of polycry tallin

HTS has b en develop d. Thi modifi d approach r ult in a more con train dint rgranular

analy i and i due to the inclu ion of high-field magnetisation m asuremen .

In their low-fi Id magn ti ation measurement ana,ly i Doyle and Doyle compared r ult

f fitting the parameter J.Le(t) to Cl m olumnar mod I Equation 3.2. The compari on using

th penetration d pth A(T = 0) as a fitting param t r was accomplished with the us of th

Gorter-Casimir two fluid Equation 1.16 and the BCS pen tration depth Equation 1.52.

In thi tudy an averag granular p n tration depth Ag i d t rmined from i oth rmal high

field magneti ation measur men in th intermediate-fi Id region He! « H «He2' In thi

r gion th irr versible t rm of th magneti ation r ponse Mirr i equal to zero (mor or

)6. Kogan et al [16 169] d v lop d a procedure to xtract the penetration depth from th

r maining magn tic component in thi r gion that i the equilibrium/rever ible magneti ation

term Meq [th Kogan proc dure as urn two magn ti ation componet Mirr+ Meq]. The

quilibriurn magneti ation term i a cons quence of upercurrrent associated with vortic

p n trating th uperconductor.

3.5.1 Kogan analysis - an outline

Kogan et al s work [16 169] may b ummari ed briefly as follow. Kogan et al noted that

th high valu of GIrparameter K, as ociated with HTS , allow a tudy of magnetic fi Id

pen tration d pth bas d on magn tic measurem n in the field range He! « H «He2. In

thi range th HTS act as ordinary London up rconductor . Thi r ul from the fact that

th mall magnetic cor are widely parat d and aIm t uniform field pen tration can b

as umed du to vort x ov rlap that i A ignificantly exc ds av rag intervortex pacing L

(~ « L « A).

Kogan t al how d that in thi field rang Meq i lin ar in the logarithm of th appli d fi Id

zero
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and for polycry tallin HTS the lop of Meq(lnH) i given by:

dMeq
=

d In(IHI)
(3.21)

and <Po i the flux quantum >'g = [>'~>'c] 1/3i the av rag granular pen tration depth and

g(() i a corr ction factor that dep nd on a up r onductor ani otropy factor ( = e, which

originat when ani otropy i incorporated into GL theory via an eft ctiv m ten or. Th

valu for (in the literatur vari from 4-7 [170 171]' in thi work a value of (= 5 w as urn d

which r ul in a value of g(() = 3.2.

A di cu d above, an important cons quenc of u ing high-field magneti ation me ure

m nt to tabli h >.(t) is that it giv the CS low-fi Id analysi a more experimental founda

tion i. . >.(t) data i not th oretically calculated but derived from measuremen . Furthermor ,

Doyl and Doyl compari on with Cl m columnar model r li d on measurements tak n from

SE imag in ord r to timate an av rage grain iz. The timation of grain ize bas d on

SE imag can b problematic due to variations of grain ize grain-boundari being difficult

to identify and cluster of trongly coupled grain acting magnetically as an ffi ctive (larg r)

grain or clust r. In thi tudy an ffi ctive radiu reII a m asure of trongly coupl d grains

(or clu t r ize) i preferred as a fitting parameter in tead of the penetration d pth wh n

comparing J.1.e(t) data (deriv d from CSM analy i ) to Clem mod 1.
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Chapter 4

Experimental

Silv r (Ag) dop d YBCO was ch en for this tudy due to Ag b ing used in many differ nt

HTS application uch as: h ath mat rial in wire and tap target ub trate and buff r

mat rial and an additiv in thin/thick films [172 - 175J. The use of Ag has been identified

a fa tor in r i tance of th normal tate as well as improving m chanical tr ngth [176J and

current-carrying capacity. On of the mo t important paramet r in determining the usefuln

of a up rconductor i th critical current den ity Je . The limitations of Je ar th occurr nc

of w ak-link GBJ and weak flux-pinning trength. All of the abovemention d applications

hav GBJ in varying concentrations and the effect of Ag doping on GBJ would mak an inter-

ting tudy. Hence p cimen morphology magneti ation and r i tance m asur ment w r

p rform d on variou Ag dop d YBCO p cimens in an attempt to under tand the roI of Ag

in increasing Je in HTS mat riaI p ifically in bulk polycry talline YBCO.

4.1 Specimen preparation and doping

High quality (99% pur) YBCO powder was purchased from Seattle Ceramics Sp cialist 1n

corporat d with the particl iz of th powder falling in the range: 1-3 pm. The YBCO powd r

w pr d dir ctly into bar 1 with dimension 11 x 2 x 2 mm. Th powder was plac d betw en

two pacer and pre d for a p riod of approximat ly 15 minut under uniaxial pr ur at

lThi route kipped the typical laborious proc of cutting bar from a intered YBCO di c pecimen [156
160 167], which wasted valuabl YBCO powder.
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Figur 4-1: Typical temp ratur proill of intering and annealing proc

about 45 MPa.

4.1.1 Silver doping experiment

In veral Ag doping exp riment ilv r in th form of ilv r oxide (Ag20) was introdu d

to YBCO constituent reagent mat rial [177 17 ]. Silver introduced via thi route not only

colI c in grain boundari but al 0 Er ely in grains. In the pr nt inv tigation we wi h d only

to dope th grain boundari and the following method was us d: Ag dop d p cim ns w r

prepared by introducing Ag20 to the YBCO precur or powder prior to th heating pro

Introducing Ag by thi mean facilitat d ilv r to r id in grain boundari as the SEM imag

in S tion 4.2 how.

The following pecimen wer pr par d with perc ntage Ag doping by weight: YBCO (0%

Ag) YBCO (2% Ag) YBCO (5% Ag) and YBCO (10% Ag). ixing of the YBCO and Ag20

powder was done in a m chanical mix r for approximately 10 minut and then pr ed.

The pr d p cim n wer inter d in an oxyg n atmo ph r at 950°C for 6 hour and

ann al d at 350°C (YBCO ab orb oxygen b tat thi temperatur ) for 12 hour . The duration

of th int ring proc w mpiri ally determin d with the obj ctive that the Ag hould

prefer ntially r main in grain boundari . It was hypoth i d that the longer the intering

tim the gr ater the chance that Ag might accumulat intragranularly, which we did no want.

Th following program outline the exact temperature profile us d:

Once th above heat tr atm nt w omplete th d nsity of each p cimen w determin d'
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d 'fta e .. 19- expenmen speCImen ensI le
Specimen (YBCO) Density

O%Ag 5.5 g/cm~ ± 0.1
2% Ag 5.5 g/cm~ ± 0.1
5% Ag 5.8 g/cm~ ± 0.1
10% Ag 6.0 g/cm~ ± 0.1

T bl 41 A

th r ult are hown in Tabl 4.1.

4.2 Specimen Morphology

Scanning electron micro cope (SEM) and optical micro cope images were taken of the Ag doped

pecimen to confirm that Ag had collected in the grain-boundarie (GB) and not in the grains.

(a) (b)

Figur 4-2: SEM images - 5% Ag-doped p cimen (a) x 1200 and (b) x 500 magnification. EDX
confirmed that Ag, hown as red, collected predominantly in the grain-boundaries and voids.

SEM images of the 5% Ag dop d p cimen are hown in Figure 4-2, depicting the typically

granular nature of all fabricated pecimens. The conc ntration of Ag in GB and mainly in void

was confirmed using Energy Di per ive X-Ray Analy i (EDX)' the Ag is marked r d in Figure
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4-2. Th SE vid nc of Ag 011 ting in th GB i mor evident in the 2D imp ions I ft

b hind by grains that have b n pluck d/cleav d out during the poli hing proce of pecim n

pr paration thu xpo ing th GB.

Optical micr cope imag of both th 0% Ag dop d and 5% Ag dop d pecim ns are hown

in Figure 4-3.

(a) (b)

Figur 4-3: Optical imag x 12 magnification (a) 0% Ag-dop d pecimen and (b) 5% Ag-doped
sp imen, with ilver clusters apparent.

A noticeabl difference b tw n the dop d and undoped pecimen as hown in Figure 4-3

w the averag grain ize. Ag doping was found to increas the average grain ize: from an

average of 3 J.Lm (Control) to J.Lm (10% Ag doped).

Figur 4-3 (b) confirm d the gr gation of Ag in void in dop d p cimen . Both SEM and

opti al imag indicated that th Ag had melted and would have p rmeated YBCO p im ns

mo t lik ly via I re i tant paths oft r d by grain boundari . Even though intering was

at 950 GC' th melting temp rature of the ilv r i low r d from 960 GC due to th oxyg n

atmo phere of the heat treatm nt.
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4.3 Magnetisation measurements

Data logging and control was achiev d by a data a qui ition and control board (ACPC 16-16

C90) produced by Strawb rry Tt Incorporated2 which was installed in a computer running

Micro oft Window. Th board had an icon-driv n graphic u r interface with x analogue

input (16 bit r olution) and 16 x input/output digital lin . Appropriate icon-b d com

put r programs w re easily built to interface to hardware for magneti ation and r i tance

m asurement and a Pill temperatur controller for a cryor frig rator y tem.

A vibrating ample magn tom t r (VSM) was u d to mak magn tisation measurement

in the temperatur range 72.5 K ~ T ~ Te . Isothermal zero-field-cooled magneti ation mea-

ur ment were conducted in two region: low field (0 ~ Ha ~ 60 Oe) and high fi Id (0 ~

Ha ~ 2000 Oe). The appli d field increased monotonically at a rate of 1 0 -1 for low-field

m asur m nt and 20 Oe -1 for high-field measurement. The field was appli d parallel to th

long axi of ach p cimen and was generated by a liquid nitrogen cool d copp r olenoid. Th

Earth magnetic field in the pecim n was timated at I than 0.2 Oe. Temp ratur control

w achi ved with a comm rcial Lak hore temperature controller wher control was better

than ±0.05 K. The VS was housed in a liquid helium cryo tat. Unfortunately, du to th age

of th cryo tat only liquid nitrogen t mperatur w r obtainable' the cold t t mperatur of

approximately 72.5 K was reach d via pumping on th liquid nitrogen. For a ompr h n iv

d ription of the VS /cryo tat r ad reference [1791.

Raw magneti ation data was di played in r aI-time on a monitor and tored to a comput r

hard driv to be analy ed later. Limited r aI-time proce ing of magnetisation data for xample

th d rivativ of th magneti ation curve was plotted imultan ously with th magn ti ation

data, and w used to indicate the houlder part of th low-fi Id magneti ation (M - Ha) curv

( Figur 3-2).

Raw data tor d on the comput r hard drive was proc d into magneti ation m ure-

m nt i.. data was normali d to the volume of th p cimen and adjusted for th d mag

n ti ing co fficient which will b di cus d further in Chapter 5.

2 ow owned by lot h Incorporated.
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4.3.1 Low-field results

A compari on of typical low fi Id adjusted M - Ha data at T = 72.5 K for variou Ag dop d

p cimens i hown in Figur 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Compari on of low-field magn ti ation of ilv r-doped 0% 2% 5% and 10% YBCO
curv at T = 72.5 K. Each pecim n magneti ation r pons i clearly different. ot that
for clarity the origins of the curv has be n hifted by 10 Oe.

K y featur of a typical low-field HTS curve are: (i) the initial diamagnetic region wh r

the entir pecimen cr n out the applied magnetic field typically up to a few Oer t d for

polycry talline HTS . (ii) intergranular field penetrate r gion ( houlder) where field p n trat

th int rgranular region' and (iii) th qu i-diamagn tic region with a lope equal to 1 - /-Le!!

wh r grain or trongly coupl d cluster d grains cr en out the applied field.

Figur 4-5 to 4- how low-field magn ti ation i othermal curv ,in a range 72 ;S T ;S 91.5

K for Ag doping exp rimen : control 2% Ag 5% Ag and 10% Ag r pectively (note the black

lin in the figure are mer ly a guide to the ey and ar not th oretical fit ).
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Figur 4-5: Isothermallow-fi Id curv for the control pecimen in the temperatur rang 72.5 K - 91.5
K in tep of 1 K. ot that the origin of each curve has b n shifted by 2 Oe for clarity.
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Figur 4-6: Isothermal low-field curv for the 2% Ag sp imen in the temp rature rang 72.5 K - 91.5
K in tep of 1 K. ot that th origin of each curve has b n shifted by 2 0 for clarity.
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Figure 4-7: Isothermal low-field curv for the 5% Ag pecim n in the temperature range 72.5 K - 91.5
K in t ps of 1 K. ot that th origin of each urve has b n shift d by 2 0 for clarity.
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Figur 4- : Isothermallow-fi ld curv for the 10% Ag sp imen in the temp rature rang 72.5 K - 91.5
K in tep of 1 K. ote that th origin of each curve has b n hifted by 2 0 for clarity.
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4.3.2 High-field results

Figur 4-9 how a compari on of variou Ag dop d high-fi id magneti ation measur m nt

for T = 72.5 K. High-fi id m asur ment w re u d to timate the average granular p netra

tion depth of each p imen (and consequently to timate an average cluster ize for ea h

p cimen).

120 0% Ag
100 T= 72.5K 2% Ag

5% Ag
80

10% Ag- 60Q)

0-- 40
~
~ 20
~

I

0

-20

-40
0 500 1000 1500 2000
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Figure 4-9: Compari on of high-field magnetisation Ag-dop d 0% 2%, 5% and 10% YBCO curv at
T = 72.5 K.

K y £ atur of a typical curve ar : (i) the initial flux p netration at about Ha ~ 10 0

(barely apparent in the curv ). (ii) th ritical field, Hc1 (th peak of the curv )3. and (iii)

3Thi is not exactly Hc1as pinning and urface barrier effect are not accounted for.
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trapped flux that r mains in the p imen aft r th fi Id has been cycl d back to zero (Ha =

oOe). Another featur i th lack of ignificant increase in flux pinning in the intragranular

regions with re pect to an increase in Ag doping. Thi i bas d on the fact that an incre

in intragranular current due to an incre in intragranular flux pinning i typically ob rved

when doping type-I! up rconductors with mall quantiti of impuriti uch as Ag which

pin flux. The CSM [36J as d crib d in S ction 1.4.2 predicts that intragranular curr nt i

proportional to the magneti ation width (t:i.M). Figure 4-9 how no uch increas in th

magn ti ation width with doping. The lack of increase in pinning with Ag doping can b

consider d as additional Yid nc that Ag concentrat mainly in the intergranular region .

Figure 4-10 to 4-13 how a el ction of high-fi Id magneti ation measurements of th Ag

doped p cimen in th temperature range 72.5 K - .5 K.
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4.4 Resistance measurements

R i tanc m asur ment w r mad using a GB15 cryog nic r frig rator manufactur d by

Cryo ech Incorporat d. A old-h ad hous d the r i tance xperiment. Inside the housing a

copp r cold tage coupled to the experimental tage' h r p cimens, a th rmometer and h at r

wer attached.

A control computer program was written to interface with the refrigerator ystem. Th

program (along with p riph ral in erfac electronics) controll d the r frigerator' from imply

witching it on and off' via th comput r k yboard to Pill temperature control of th xp r

im ntal tag with control b tter than ±0.05 °C.

A feature of the control program was the monitoring of the output power of th hater

mounted on the xperimental tag. Thi featur was useful in protecting th h at r from ov r

tr ing and burning out. The control program witch d th refrigerator off wh n th hater

w 100% on. The refrigerator was re- witched on when th heater pow r measuI d 50%.

Th heater was constructed out of con tantan wire (diameter qual to 0.5 mm).

A Lake hore Inc. platinum th rmomet r (R i tance Temperatur Device PT-Ill) was

fitt d to m asure th temp ratur of the experimental tag . The control program d t rmined

the r i tanc of th thermometer via the tandard 4-wire method. To avoid Joule hating

of th th rmometer a curr nt of 100 p,A was u 00. The thermomet r had r istanc ver u

temp ratur calibration tabl from 325 K to 14 K which w re programmed into th control

program.

R i tanc measuremen of pecimens w re achiev d by the tandard 4-wir r i tanc

m thod wh re the curren was controllable from ± 5 p,A to ±1O mA. The current w k pt

as mall as po ible as Joule heating could affect r i tance measuI ments e p dally at the

contact.

It w found that the b t contact onto the sp cimens w re mad by gold puttering onto

th p cimen follow d by a mall blob of ilv r paste (SPI®). Silver wire was ur d to ach

contact. A 10 minut curing proc in an oxyg n atmo phere at 350°C w us d. The p im n

was th n mounted onto the xperim ntal tage in th refrig rator with a littl vacuum gr as .

To achi v accurate r i tance measurem nt a 1 Hz bipolar ignal gen rator (quasi-DC) w

us d as a current ourc . Thi help d in d creasing th ffect of contact r i tance. With thi
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Figur 4-14: R istance measur m nts of Ag-doped YBCO p cimen .

tup th voltage acro th pecimen in on direction would be added to the voltag drop in

th oppo ite direction and then averaged r ulting in a ingle data point. A oftware low-pas

filt r f£ ctively filtering out main 50 Hz noi e was also configured in order to give a b tter

ignal to noi e ratio.

Both t of 4-wire resi tance m asurement leads (thermometer and pecim n) including

th lead that connected the heater were wrapped around the cold tage of th refrigerator in

order to th rmally anchor the experimental tage from heat conducted from the laboratory into

the xperim nt.

Figure 4-14 how resistance ver us temp ratur curve of th Ag-experiment. The ignifi

cant ffi ct was th low ring of the normal r i tance for the silver doped pecimens. Thi can b

attributed to better conducting ilV1 r cornpar d to room temp rature YBCO and bigger grain

(£ wer r i tive grain boundari ). Th critical temperatur Tc of all p cimen w r within 1

K of ach other at about 92 K.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussion

C ntral to thi tudy i the ffeet of Ag doping on intergranular properti ofYBCO. The critical

tat mod I (CSM) r pre nted by Equations 3.16 and 3.17 was fitted to i oth rmal zero

fi Id-cool d low-field magn ti ation m asur ments u ing characteristic temperature dep nd nt

variabl as fr fitting param ter. Aft r the fitting, the t mp rature d p ndenci of ach

param ter was analy ed u ing appropriate model in ord r to d termine th eft c of Ag doping.

B for analy ing th temp ratur d p ndence of ach fitting parameter an average (iF 

tiv) dust r ize ne ded to be determined. Thi w achiev d by considering the aVi rag

granular pen tration depth >'g(T) of ach peeimen obtain d from i othermal z ro-fi Id-cool d

high-fi Id magn ti ation m asur m n . The r ulting p n tration depth wer used in th fit

ting of th CSM effectiv p rm ability fitting paramet r J.Leff(T) from which a measur of th

average clu t r ize r ulted. The deriv d effectiv cluster iz was then u d in fitting C

temp ratur dep ndent variabl JcO(T) and Ho(T) and 6 to appropriate models. Finally th

r ul of all model fi exp rimentation and the inBu nce of Ag doping on th YBCO t m

di us ed.

5.1 High-field regime

In pr vious int rgranular CS analy [156 160J both the Gort r-Casimir two-fluid and BCS

mod ls for temperatur d p ndenc of the p netration depth wer used to g nerate data for

>'g(T). Th p n tration d pth had no link with experimental m asur m nt p cific to ea h
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p cim n i. . valu w I' not deriv d from measurem nt but rath I' from mod is.

In th pr ent work th techniqu ugge ted by Kogan [169J has been adopted to d riv

valu for Ag(T) from the I' v I' ibl part of magneti ation Mrev(Ha) in th intermediat -fi Id

domain Hc1g «Ha « He2g.

5.1.1 Determination of average granular penetration depth, Ag(T)

In S ction 3.5 it was hown that th av rag granular p netration d pth Ag(T) can b det rmin d

from the a plot of revel' ibl magn ti ati n M eq v I' u the logarithm of th appli d field In(Ha)

by us of th following I' lationship:

<1>0
-~2·g(()·
64n2Ag

(5.1)

Her <1>0 i the flux quantum and g(() i a correction factor that depend on a upercondu tor

ani otropy fa tor ( == ~.
"ab

U ing high-field measur ments uch tho e hown in Figur 4-10 to 4-13, an e timat of th

Meq compon nt for each i otherm was determin d by using th following relationship Meq(H) =

(M- - M+)/2 where M-(M+) i th magneti ation measured in d creasing (increasing) fi Id

I' pectively as illu trated in Figur 1-6.

Figur 5-1 hows typical plot of Meqversu In(Ha) for th YBCO (5 % Ag) pecimen

xtracted from th high-field m asur m nt hown in Figure 4-12. A pr dicted by th Kogan

theory M eq i within exp rim ntal rror linear in th logarithmic of appli d field Ha for all

m asurement tak n1.

In order to fit Equation 5.1 to the abov isotherm Ag was us d as fitting parameter with the

corr tion factor g(() = 3.2 ( S ction 3.5). The above proc dure was rep at d for th oth I'

Ag dop d p im ns wh I' th I' ulting fitting param ter Ag(t) of each i oth rm i pI tt d

in Figur 5-2. The figure includes th BCS pr diction for the p netration 1 ngth whi h i

di cus ed in th n xt ction along with an explanation of th atter that occur clo to Te .
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s, o an n.
Specimen O%Ag 2%Ag 5%Ag 10% Ag

Tc,m (K) 89.5 ±0.1 90.1 ±0.1 90.6 ±0.1 89.2 ±0.1
>'0 (J.tm) 0.211 ±0.00l 0.279 ±0.001 0.259 ±0.001 0.324 ±0.001

n -0.56 ±0.0l -0.50 ±0.01 -0.54 ±0.01 -0.37 ±0.01

Table 5.1: Pr dicted Tc based on th logarithmic lop dMeq/dln(Ha ) and theoretical fitting
paramet r >. d

Determination of critical temperature, Tc,m

In ord r to fit the BCS theor tical penetration depth expr ion, Equation 1.52 to the above

p n tration depth data (as hown in Figure 5-2) th critical temperature needed to b deter

min d. The critical transition temperature for each Ag doped YBCO pecimen was d termin d

from r versible/ quilibrium magneti ation derivative plot hown in Figure 5-1. Th r ason

ing i based on the GL r lationship of Equations 1.36 1.35 and 1.32 for which the following

r lation hip hold near Tc :

1
2 ex T - Tc ex n s ·
>.

(5.2)

The above r lationship combined with Kogan pen tration d pth Equation 5.1 wher

dMeq/dln(H) ex 1/>.2 impli that when dMeq/dln(H) = 0, ns = 0, which defin th 'mag-

n tic critical transition temperature Tc,m.

Figur 5-3 how a plot of the magnetisation derivative dMeq/dln(H) ver us temp ratur

for th Ag doping YBCO exp riment where xtrapolation of the linear fits i u d to yi Id th

critical tran ition temperatur Tc,m for each Ag doped YBCO specimen. The r ulting valu

of Tc,m w r us d for th fitting of th oretical curve to >'g data in Figure 5-2.

Th critical t mperature Tc,m obtained from the above penetration depth analy i for Ag

dop d p cimen are tabulat d in Table 5-1. The re ults were imilar to tho e obtained from

r istanc measurements· nam ly, th 5% Ag p cimen has the high t Tc with the 10% Ag

p cimen having th low t.

Once Tc,m value were obtained for each pecimen an as umption of trong BCS coupling

namely f3c = 5.5 (energy gap 2~ = 5.5kTc ) was as umed to fit theory to experimentally

d termined value of >'g(T). 0 t HTS xp riment ugg t 4 ::; f3c ::; 7 [1 0 - 182J.
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The t mp ratur dependence of penetration depth di c d in the urnmary of th BCS

th ory in S ction 1.3.5 and r pr nt d spe ifically in Equation 1.52 namely,

A(t) = AD [~(t) tanh (fie ~(t))]n,
~O 4t ~O

(5.3)

was fitt d to the Ag(t) data. Th Ag(t) fits are plotted in Figur 5-2 where AD and n w r u d

as fitting param ter. Her n i r lat d to th ratio of mean fr path and coh r ne 1 ngth

and Ao i the magn ti p n tration d pth at T = 0 K. Interpolated valu for the reduced gap

param t r ~(t)/~(O) w r obtain d from uhlschl gel tabulated value [34J which i hown

in Figure 5-4. Th large gradient ob rv d in ~(t)/~(O) for 0.9 < t < 1 account for th rapid

change of th Ag fit for th corr ponding t mperature range.

Valu for fitting parameter AD and n ar tabulated in Table 5-1 for various Ag dop d

p imens. The penetration d pth was as umed to b an average granular valu for the ab-
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and c-djrections and th r ult ar consi tent with other valu obtain d I where [1 3 1 4

170J.

Th valu for >'0 increase by approximat ly 50% with an increase in Ag doping from 0-10%.

Thj ob rvation i irnilar to that of Pippard for a Sn doping exp riment (and other imilar

doping xp rim nt ) [25 1 5 1 6J wh re th penetration depth incr as d by a factor of two

wh n doped with 3% indium.

The valu of n for th Ag dop d p imens fall into roughly two lirnit - dlrty with

n = -1/2 (0% 2% and 5% Ag dop d p cim ns) and clean with n = -1/3 for th 10%

P cimen. A po ibl explanation for thi hang in limit typ with Ag doping i that n

nsitiv; to th den ity of phy ical d fe t and foreign atom through it mean fr path

iation. Till th n ugg t that th 10% p cim n grain may hav a r duc d d nsity

of phy ical d £ . Th ociation of r du d defect wi h Ag doping has b n identified via

dire t morphological m ur ment [1 1 J but not from pen tration d pth analy i don

abov.

5.2 Low-field regime - critical state model fitting

Th n ire fitting proc dure of the intergranular critical- tate model (CS ) repr ent d by

Equation 3.16 and 3.17 including demagn ti ation corr ction was accompli h by mean of a

omputer algorithm willch us a w ight d I ast- quare proc dure. Figure 5-5 how a typi al

fit ( old line) to M - Ha data (open quare). Th weighting procedur forc good fit to th

hould r region - the r gion of intergranular flux p n tration.

Th fitting proc dure corr et for demagn ti ation effect as follows: p cimens (11 x 2 x

2 mm) wer approximated by an ellip oid and a linear corr ction for th demagneti ing field

w achi v d by us of th r lation Hi = Ha [1 - Dm(1- /-Le!!)] - 41rMDm, wher Hi i th

m an internal fi Id Dm i th demagn ti ation factor along the long axi and /-Le!! i a fi ld

d p ndent effi tiv perm abili y. The d magneti ation factor was determin d by interpolation

of tabulat d data [190J and for the pr nt cas it i Dm = 0.0774.

Th field d p nd n of /-Le!! = 1 + wh r u c ptibility re ult from

adjusting it valu b tw n fi Id boundarie HI and H2 which define th houlder r gion of th
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M(H) curv as hown in Figure 5-5. The algorithm t = -1 for Ha < HI = J.Lejj -1 for

Ha > H2 and lin arly interpolat valu b twe n -1 and J.Lefj -1 for the range HI < Ha < H2.

Th algorithm as ume a valu J.Lej j d rived from a fit to uncorr ct d experim ntal M - Ha data

at ach t mp rature. It then iterate to a final valu for J.Lej j wh n fitting within a p cifi d

error. Thu valu for all four CS temp ratur -d penden fitting pararnet r Jco, 8 Ho and

J.Lejj ar obtain d for each M(H) i otherm.

The fitting procedur r qUir and i n itive to all four parameter. Con ider th curv

in Figure 5-5: h r (i) th quasi-diamagn tic slop i determin d by J.Lej{ (ii) th po ition and

hap of th houlder r gion i d termin d by Ho and JcO' and (iii) extrapolation of th quasi

diarnagn tic lin ar region back to Ha = 0 yi lds a nonz ro r idual diarnagn tic magn ti ation

which i a m asure of he fi Id-independent current d nsity component JcI .

The fit of h CS algorithm to xperirnental M - Ha data for all p cirn n and a all

temp ratur are accurate to within a mall xp rirnental catt r as illu trat d in Figur 5-6

to 5-9 for th control, 2% Ag 5% Ag and 10% Ag p cimen r p ctively.
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5.2.1 Temperature dependence of characteristic CSM parameters

Once the fitting procedure of th C M to M - Ha data was completed for all p cim ns th

temp rature variations of the four CS characteri tic fitting paramet r were compar d with

th ory and appropriat mod I pr di tions. Th latt r fit yi Id inter alia value for various

chara teri tic I ngth of th av rag grain boundary J ph on junction (GBJ) and th will

now b individually di u d.

Effective permeability, J.Leff(t)

In th columnar grain mod I (S tion 3.2) th ff: tiv p rmeability J.Leff of Equation 3.2

ac ount for partial r ning of intragranular material and for a non- up rconducting volum

fra tion in th material. The Ag(t) data d rived from the analy i di cu d in Section 5.1 and
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Figur 5-10: E~ ctive p rmeability /-Le!! as a function of reduced t mperatur t = T/Tc, for th various
Ag-doped specim ns. Th /-Le!! data are hown as ymbols as d ribed by the I gend. Th curv ar
d rived from the columnar grain approximation model Equation (3.2) with >'g(t) data d rived from
Kogan high fi Id analysis.

plott d for ach Ag p imen in Figur 5-2 was used to fit th columnar grain mod 1to /-Le!! - t

data wh r t = T /Tc i the r duc d t mp ratur . The fi ting parameter us d wer th averag

grain iz aoand normal volum fraction In. Each parameter has diff rent r ulting valu for

th different Ag doped pecimens in the t mperature range 72.5 K to Tc. Fit to th /-Le!! - t

data of Equation 3.2 ar hown in Figur 5-10 and the eff ctiv p rm ability at t = 0 and th

fitting parameter are ummari din Tabl 5-2.

Th r ulting valu for averag grain lZ (or, more tri tly peaking in thi tudy th

averag up rconducting c1u ter ize) ao ar u d for oth r characteristic CS pararn t r fi
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Specimen O%Ag 2%Ag 5% Ag 10% Ag

J.Lef f(O) 0.27(7) 0.36(5) 0.43(3) 0.40(2)

aO(J.Lm) 3.94(4) 5.15(0) 9.07(4) 6.37(2)

in 0.06(5) 0.20(4) 0.34(3) 0.28(9)

Tabl 5.2: Fre fitting paramet rs ao and in for ach p cimen and valu of th
p rmeability at T = 0 K

I. . Ho - t and Jeo - t data. Pr di ted valu of ao for th Ag dop d p cim ns ar of th

am ord r of magnitude as tho measur d from polari d optical micrographs. Th r ult

ummari d in Table 5-2 how tha th addition of Ag in th range 2% - 10% ms to enhanc

grain growth. Th pr ence of ilv r in grain boundari may b the reason for the incr in

ao wh r it act a flux' during grain growth. The idea of Ag acting as a fluxing ag nt i

upported by re ar h don into th p rit cti t mp ratur of AgjYBCO mixture which i up

to 400C b low that ofYBCO p rit ctic temp ratur [191]. The deer as in ao for th 10% Ag

p im n indicat a limit for th xtent of Ag doping which gi a maximum of the av rag

grain iz .

The normal volume fraction in increas d with Ag doping inc Ag contribut dir ctly

to in as it do not up rconduct. A d cre e in in with Ag doping r ulted in th 10% Ag

p cim n and may be du to re idu Ag which migrat d to h urfac of the p cim n.

Average Josephson-junction characteristic field, Ho(t)

Th behaviour of th charact ri tic fi ld Ho - t for the variou Ag dop d p cimens i hown

in Figur 5-11 where it i compar d with th pr diction of Equation 3.20 di c d in S ction

3.4.3. Ho(t) i th characteri tic magnetic fi ld for the d cay of Je(H) (Equation 3.13). [It i not

only intergranular magn tic p n tration though Ho that i of inter t but, mor importantly

from a large- cal application point of vi w th h ight of the plat au r gion di us d in

ction 3.2.1. Th higher th plat au th higher the ri i al urr nt density in a large magnetic

fi ld.]

In th fitting pro dure th effi ctiv junction barri r d and g ometricaljmorphological on-

tant 17 w r tr at d fitting param t rand togeth r with th r ul from pr vious fi J.L (t)
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Figur 5-11: Characteri tic fi ld theoretical fi (curv ) to Ho - tAg-doped YBCO data ( ymbols).

and Ag(t), were us d to fit Equation 3.20 to J!o - t data. The r ult of the fitting proc dur

are tabulated in Tabl 5-3 for each pecimen.

A charact ri tic of Equation 3.20 i that Ho(t) i inver ly proportional to grain iz ao.

Thi relationship i vid nt in th behaviour of Ho - t· wher th 5% Ag doped pecimen hay

th larg t grain ize and th control pecimen th mall t.

The value obtained for th ffi ctiv junction-barrier width d are order of magnitud maller

than th av rage grain iz for ach p cimen and i within the ub-nanom tre range whi h i

typical of th junction width found in polycry talline material [67 92 93J. Th valu obtain d

men.hd d £. . ree ttmg parameters an T] or eac speci
Specimen O%Ag 2%Ag 5%Ag 10% Ag

d [nmJ 0.13(2) 0.13(5) 0.09(9) 0.10(4)

TJ 0.32(1) 0.31(5) 0.59(3) 0.47(4)

Table 5 3 Fr fi .
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Figur 5-12: Zer<rfield critical current density JeD - t data ( ymbols) for variou Ag-doped p imens.
Th curv ar Ambegaokar-Baratoff junction fi .

for TJ agr with model xpectation that TJ ~ 1.

Zero field critical current, Jea(t)

Z ra-field cri tical current densi ty Jea-t data for th Ag doped pecim ns along with Amb gaokar

Baratoff SIS junction fi Equation 3.1 are hown in Figur 5-12.

Th b haviour of th Jea -t data in Figure 5-12 ugg t thermally activated phas lippag

(TAPS) [161 192], wh re JeD i zero for temperatur than Tc for all p cim ns with th

P ibl xclu ion of th 10% Ag p dm n. Th 005 t of TAPS m to b mo t apparent in

th 0% Ag p dm n po ibly due to a lack of pinning it and le with Ag doped p im 05.

Th problem h r is the r olution of th data i a limiting factor.

uhlschleg I tabulated valu for the reduc d gap param ter 6.(t)j6.(0) which ar plotted

in Figur 5-4 and ao and Tc from th high-field analy i wer us d along with fitting parameter

w(O) and Rn to fit Equation 3.1 to Jea - t data. The fitting parameter for each p cim n are
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Specimen 0% Ag 2%Ag 5%Ag 10% Ag

w(O) 1.87(9) 1.41(5) 2.54(7) 1.81(4)
JcO(O) [A/cm2

] 3380 29200 31000 53900
RnA [O.m2

] 7.00(8) 0.75(7) 0.79(3) 0.44(1)

Tabl 5.4: Pr e fitting param ters w(O) and RnA for ach p cim n along with predict d JcO(O)
valu

Specimen O%Ag 2%Ag 5% Ag 10% Ag

8 0.038(5) 0.014(3) 0.009(2) 0.005(1)

Tabl 5.5: R ul of CS fitting param t r r duc d fi ld-indep nd nt compon nt 8 for a h
p im n.

tabulated in Table 5-4.

Th fi t d valu for th param t w(O) for ea h p cim n do not how any trong r la-

tion hip with doping and valu obtain d were comparable to valu obtain d Is wh r [64

156]. It i appar nt from JcO(t) fit that Jeo(O) incre with Ag doping of YBCO. Thi impli

an ov raIl incr as in int rgranular ritical current d n ity with Ag doping and i r lat d to a

decr as in th re i tivity of the int rgranular ma erial RnA/d (A i the ar a of an av rag

junction which i proportional to th grain iz).

The d cr in r i tivity with incre ing Ag doping may b attributed to a proximity ffi t

r ulting from the pr n e of Ag in GBJ and/or cleaner GBJ fr of ondary impuriti

[A imilar r ult was found in th normal r i tance v r u Ag doping exp riment which i

hown in Figure 4-15.] The id a tha Ag doping d cr the amount of impuriti in GBJ

(and henc the r itivi y) via a fiuxing m chani m i trongly upported in th next tion.

Reduced field-independ nt critical current, 0

A di cu din S ction 3.4.2 h r duc d fi ld-ind p ndent compon nt 8 of th critical curr nt

d n ity w ak-link n twork i en itive to th d gr e of random tructural irregulariti in GBJ .

Th b haviour of 0 = ~~f~~ i exp t d to b indep ndent of t mperatur (xp ct n ar Te

wh r all I ngth cal ar div rging) and i tabulat d for all pecimens in Table 5-5. Similarly

Doyl et al [156] found th am constant temperatur behaviour for 8 in YBCO.
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Figur 5-13: Field-indep nd nt critical curr nt density le1 - t data ( ymbols) with fits for various
Ag-doped p im ns' le1 = olc(J.

From Equation 3.14) th field-indep ndent critical curr nt density has th form le1(t) =

oleO and i hOWD in Figure 5-13 for each of the Ag dop d p cimen. The following Equation

5.4 i a 2D expr ion for 0 [9 165]

_ (4A)1/2
0- 8 W. (5.4)

H r 8 (<x a6) i the averag junction ar a A i a measure of the a rag area of tructural non

uniformiti and W= 1/Jr/ leO i a r duced-root-m an quar d r lativ f1.uctuation of the critical

CUlT nt d nsity in th averag GBJ. It i appar nt from thi xpr ion that the junction ar a

may ffi ct th interpretation of r ul ob ain d for o. Hence the influ nc of junction ar a 8

(grain iz) on th r ul t for 0 w re normali d out by calculating l e1 8 1/2 <X A1/21/Jr and i

hOWD in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14: A measure of th d gr of tru tural fluctuations A1/2'lj; in the averag GBJ for Ag-dop d
YBCO p cim ns.

It i apparent from Figure 5-13 that Je1 which i ensitive to tructural fluctuation through

8 increas with increasing Ag dopant conc ntration in th rang O%Ag to 5%Ag at all temp r

atur . Thi tog ther with th consideration of the above expr ion for 8 (Equation 5.4) and

th plot hown in Figure 5-14 ugg t that the pr enc of Ag in the intergranular region 1 ad

to an incr as in th tructural flu tuations in GBJ . Thi i upported by the conclu ion of th

analy i of Jeo(t) fit namely that a deer as in.Rn i due to the pr enc of Ag in th GBJ

(proximity ffi t). How v r wha i diffi r nt from the JcO(t) results when compar d to th

r ult of Je1(t) i that Jeo(t) increas in th range O%Ag to 10%Ag compar d to an incre

in Jc1 (t) in th rang O%Ag to 5%Ag follow d by a d creas for the 10%Ag dop d p cim n.

Thi d cr ase in Je1(t) for the 10% g pecim n ugg t a more homogeneous conne tivity of

grains [193J - at thi concentration the Ag app ar to adopt a cavenging' (fluxing) natur

which r ul in a corr ponding d cre in fluctuations in the GB. An increase in Jeo(t)
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at lO%Ag i du to an iner in Ag (proximity effec ) coupl d with a d er as of impuriti

(fluxing natur ) both of which r ult in d rease in Rn.

Th av nging m chani m i propo d to b as follow: initially Ag di olv consid rabl

amoun of oxyg n (all heat tr atm n w r don in an oxyg n atm ph r ) [194 195]. Thi

1 ad to ad cre in Ag melting point from 960°C (in an inert atmo pher ) to about 930°C (in

02) [196]. The Ag may al 0 r act with locali ed barium-rich ar as leading to a further d re

in th m Iting point of Ag [197]. Finally th m Ited Ag moving through grain-boundari

aveng and ab orb impuriti 1 aving cl an r narrower and 1 tr ed grain-boundari

5.2.2 Other Ag doping experiments

A number of HTS Ag doping xp rim nt [1 7, 19 - 204] haY conclud d that Ag doping

do improve up rconducting properti but hay contradictory conclusions in relation to th

optimum doping conc ntrations and pro ing method .

Sint ring temp ratur th form and the mann r in which Ag i introduc d to HTS all

play an important rol in d t rmining the exact mann r Ag effect characteri ti of HT .

For xample Ag has b en introduced as an oxid [204] Ag-powder [1 7] and Ag 03 [1 ]

whi h h r ult d in differ nt optimum doping concentrations. In refer nc [1 7] YBCO p 11 t

pr par d via th tandard olid- tate reaction m thod. The ampl were crush d

into a fin powder and mixed with various amoun of Ag-powder then pr ed into p 11 t and

int r d. It was found that intergranular critical curr nt was enhanced for 10%Ag doping but

for more than 15%Ag doping ad r ase in int rgranular critical current r ult d. In anoth r

xp rim nt [204] which used Ag in it oxid form it was found that th intergranular ritical

curr nt how d a maximum at 20%Ag doping. The diff r nc in optimum doping conc ntration

in th two c may ari from th difF r nt h at tr atment employ d wh r int ring w

920°C and 930° re p ctiv ly for difF r nt durations and/or the diffi rent manner in which Ag

was introduc d.

Th fluxing m hani m wh r by Ag improv grain connectivity h b n hypoth i d

along with m vid ne from micro copyanaly [197] but in the pr ent work ther i good

evid ne to upport th fluxing natur of Ag which i based on a morphologically dep nd nt

up rconducting analy i . To conclude th rol of Ag doping in th improvement of int rgran-
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war ritical current i a combination of a proximity-efI: t wh re th pr enc of Ag in grain

boundari r duc the normal tate grain boundary re istance and a fluxing m chani m

where Ag aveng impuriti from the grain-boundari .

Figure 5-15 how the criti al urrent density Jc(H = 5 0 l t) for all Ag dop d p drn ns

u ing the CS Equation 3.13. Bas don th plot in Figure 5-15 it i clear that the maximum

ritical d nsity i obtained in the 10%Ag p imen.
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Figure 5-15: Critical curr nt density for polycry talline Ag-dop d YBCO p cim ns for H = 5 0
obtained from the CSM Jc(H, t) = JcO(t)[exp(J.!o! + <5], Equation 3.13. Where JcO(t), Ho(t) and <5
ar obtained from fi .

5.2.3 Short junction criterion

In th above CSM analy i in particular in the d rivation of Equation 3.20 for Ho GBJ

w r as urn d to be hort w ak-link in natur i.e. th Jo phson p n tration depth AJ i

gr at r than the junction length (~ao). The hort junction criterion has be n confirm d by

ub tituting appropriate valu into the expr ion for the AJ (Equation 3.1) for differ nt Ag
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an an gram SIze or eac speCImen.
Specimen O%Ag 2% Ag 5%Ag 10% Ag

ao(pm) 3.9 5.2 9.1 6.4
AJ(T = 0 K)(J.Lm) 3.7 5.4 8.2 6.1
AJ(T = 90 K){J.Lm) 8.3 18.1 23.4 14.0

Tabl 5.6: Short junction criterion - calculated value for Jo phson penetration d pth AJ for
t mp ratur 0 K d 90 K d . . £ h

dop d p cimens. lnt rpolat d r ult of AJ ar tabulated in the Table 5-6 for the rang

oK< T < 90 K wher the criterion AJ > ao hold for the entire experimental range and more

or le ati fled the criterion for all temp ratur .
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Chapter 6

The influence of silver on the joining

of large single HTS domains

Th reason for th inclusion of th following t of HTS joining experiment i that they com

pI m nt h in ight achi ved from g doping of polycry tallin YBCO. Th effect of Ag doping

of GBJ ugg that th Ag doping may help in th difficult proces of joining larg ingl

HT cry tal domains.

6.1 Introduction - applications of large single domain HTS ma

terial

Larg ingle domain HTS ar u d in many large ca! application· for example magn

rotor for up rconducting motor current limit l' and magnetic levitat d flywh I n rgy

t IllS [205 - 20 ]. In flywh I applications the HTS baring give the y tem tability (du

to flux pinning) and lift. Th levitation fore i dire tly proportional to th HTS baring ize·

and h n it i important to fabricate as large a up r onducting baring as po ibl. Due

to th compl x tru ture of HTS it i difficult to grow larg enough bulk baring consi ting

of on ingl domain p cially in a compl x hape uch as a ring which may bud in

flywh I application [205 - 20 ]. The curl' nt proc dur i to grow as large as p ibl ingl

domain HTS (of a £ w cm ) and then to join them [209 - 211]. Due to maximum flux-pinning
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r quir ment the HTS mat rial of choice i YBCO rath r than th more anisotropic B CCO.

Th r ar a numb r of joining te hniqu : multi- d d joining [212] melt-t xturing bonding

[213] and old r joining [214 - 216]. Joining ofHTS i not th focu of thi th i and h nc w

will no di cu the fir t two techniqu and conc ntrate only on th third old ring t hniqu·

that i joining ingle domain YBCO wi h HTS old r.

Th HTS y tern, YbBa2Cu307-x h a low r perite tic temp ratur than th par nt ma

trial YBCO and was constituent in the Id r [210 217,21 ]. Th joining

proc dur consi ts of m lting h HTS older below the parent HTS perit cti temp ratur and

th n cooling i in ord r to phy ically (and I ctrically) join th par nt material.

The joining proc attempts to produc a am b tw n two uperconducting domains. Th

am must hay imilar micro tructur and uperconducting transport qualiti to that of h

par nt/ ingl domain HTS material. A good join hould compri £ w voids por and trapp d

condary phas . It i commonly found that although the joined ample (in particular h

join) i uper onducting th r i a r duction in th critical current density Je . The obj ctiv

i to hay th ritical current d n ity of the earn (inter-domain) cIo to that of th par nt

mat rial as p ible.

6.2 Experiment

The work di us d in thi chapt r i bas d on xp riments conducted by Jarvi and Pillay

[220]. A hort d cription of our old r-joining experim nt and r ult i given below. Th

parent material was larg ingle domain ed grown YBa2Cu307-x (Y123) which were our d

from Sup rconductive Component In orporated (USA Ohio). The following r ag n w r

us d in the d velopment of diff r nt old r compound: YbBa2Cu307_x (Yb123) Yb2BaI CUI 0

(Yb211) and Ag02 .

Yb123 w cho en Id r b cau it i a HTS with a critical t mperatur Te =

9 K and a ry tallin tru tur imilar to YBCO but with a low r p rite tic t mp ratur

(approximat ly 925°C) compar d to the parent mat rial which h a perit ctic t mperatur

of approximat ly 1010° . Th incIu ion of Yb211 w bas d on the Y-diffusion controll d

model for the growth m hani m ofYB 0 [217]. e umed that Yb123 would follow imilar
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an inv tigation into the optimum
Id rs 1 to 3.

Solder 1 to 3
ff fA d .4 to t le e tect 0 .g- opmg on so

Solder Composition

1 Yb123
2 60% Yb123 : 40% Yb211
3 75% Yb123 : 25% Yb211
4 95% (Solder 1) : 5% Ag20
5 95% (Solder 2) : 5% Ag20
6 95% (Solder 3) : 5% Ag20

Tabl 6.1: Li t of various older.
Yb123:Yb211 ratio. Sold r 6 h

d compo ition dynami to YBCO. When YBCO i hated above it peritectic temp ratur i

d comp into Y2BaI CUI 0 (Y211) solid and a Ba-Cu rich liquid phase. The emi-solid m It

i lowly cool d to minimi th numb r of YBCO nucl i and to maintain a tabl growth front.

Onc a nucl ation ite form a con an upply of Yttrium (in our cas Ytt rbium) i r quir d

for rapid growth in the ab [110] dir tion. It has b n hown [217] that thi growth will b

ustain d provid d th r i a di olution of Y211 particl in th liquid ah ad of th growing

int rfac . Th inclu ion of Ag02 in the above r ag nt li t was based on th conclu ion arriv d

at in Chapter 5 namely that Ag act a flux and consequently aid in improving the joining

proc

6.2.1 Sample Preparation

Th par nt material ( ingle domain YBCO) was h xagonal in hap , with a ide and thickn

of approximat ly 25 mm and 10 mm r pectively. Rectangular pri mati ampl w r cut

from he parent with dimensions: 4 x 2.5 x 2 mm (a x b x c-axi r pective). A total of ix

difF rent older were pr par d ( Table 6.1). Sold r 1 2 and 3 consi ted of Yb123 to which

Yb211 wadded in order to determin the optimum ratio of Yb123:Yb211. The rati 60:40

and 75:25 hay be nu d els wh r [21 221]. Sold r 4 to 6 w r the ame as ampl 1 to 3

but with th addition of 5%Ag doping by w ight.

Th old r wer mix d with a mall amount of glyc rin which was us d a w tting

ag nt to allow for e y application of th old r to th parent material. After the application

mbl d (with be face joined) and tabli ed with a jig (mad of

which maintained a con tant pr ure of 5 kPa on th join. Th
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as mbly was placed in a furnace with an oxygen atmo ph r at a temperature of 9 oOe for 1

hour and cooled at a rate of 50e per hour to room temperature. After the heat tr atm nt th

ampl wer fixed in r in and th cro sectional area r duced to 2.5 x 0.2 mm by use of a

grinding whe 1. The cro ectional area was reduced in order to facilitate measurement of the

critical current. Sample wer cleaned ultrasonically and silver contact were fixed to ampl

for tandard 4-wir r istance measurement.

6.3 Results and conclusions

SEM image were used to examine the micro tructur and quality of the uperconducting joins.

Figur 6-1 how an SEM image of Sample 1. In the figure the vertical crack on the right-hand-

Figure 6-1: SE f imag at magnification x 650 of Sample 1.

side i an indication that a good m chanical join was achieved - cracks along the join would be

an obvious problem for high critical currents acro the join.
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Figure ~2: Critical curr nt measurem n for various older with different Yb123:Yb211 ratio.

Transport measur m nt were condu ted on each ampl . The current in each ample w

gradually incr as d until a voltag of 1 J.LV was m ur d acro the join. Thi was u d

as an indication that the join was not in a uperconducting tate. Result of the transport

m urement ar given in Figure ~2 and ~3.

Often in HTS joining xp riment conclu ions pertaining to the quality of join ar made

without ondu ting transport measurem nt which are the mo t critical measuremen r lating

to th join. Thi was d mon trated in th Sampl (1 to 3) where SEM image indicat d

that Sample 1 had the mo t homogenou join, but not th b t transport measur m nt as

hown in Figur 6-2. Thu SE imag ar us fu! in indicating a potentially good join but

ultimat ly tran port measur m nt mu t b used. In our r earch of the optimum ratio of
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Figure 6-3: Silver ex:perim nt, critical current measur ments for various olders with differ nt
Yb123:Yb211 ratios doped 5% Ag.
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Figur 6-4: Large ingle hexagonal domain YBCO specim n with ide and thickn of approximatel
25 mm and 10 mm r pectiv ly. The mpl was cut in half corner to corner and then join d with solder
4.

Yb123:Yb211 the 60:40 mix (without Ag) gave th b t transport m asurement. Th b t

transport me urem nt r ul w r achiev d with older 4 (Yb123 + 5%Ag) and with no

Yb211 componen Figur 6-3.

A final old r exp rim nt w conduct d to compare parent material with th optimum

old r ( old r 4). Here an ntire ingle domain YBCO p cimen ( ee Figure 6-4) w cut

diagonally in half th n r join d with the older and th quality of the join te t d.

The join was achieved u ing a imilar heat treatm nt to that used in the joining of mall r

p im ns but a low r cooling rate of 2°C/hour was used as it was umed that thi would

a hi ¥ a trong r m chanical join th reby maxirni ing the critical curr nt. Once th halve

w r join d an appli d magn ti fi Id of 0.2 T was u d to trap a magn tic fi Id in the p cimen.

A Hall- ffi ct field probe was us d to map po ition (x y) ver us trapp d tran v r magn ti

fi Id abov the join d p cim n. Magnetic m asur m nt wh r tak n in t p of 2 mm and

c ¥ r d th ntire ar a of the hexagonal p cimen. Figure 6-5 how the r ulting plot of the

p cimen b fore and after the joining procedure.

Figur 6-6 how a cra ction of thr magn tic profile of the parent p cimen: b for

th cut with the cut halv pu h d back tog th r (but not joined) and the old r d p cim n.

Th quality of th join d p im n compar favourably with the par nt/uncut tat with a

5% d cr e in the p ak magneti ation r mnant fi Id. Th Ag cav nging m chani m along

with the proximity ff ct identifi d in Chapt r 5 may a count for b tter join r ulting from

old r 4.

It has b n tabli h d that the pr enc of Ag low r the perit ctic temp ratur of Y123

[222] and mo t probabely that of Yb123 r ulting in a b tter quality join. In r c n work
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Figur 6-5: (a) agnetisation r rnnant fi Id map of uncut par nt pecimen. (b) Field map of join d
YBCO p cimen using older 4, the join is at y = 10 mm
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th lowering of th HTS m lting point temp ratUI was demon trated to great effect by u ing

Ag foil [223-225J which induc d interface m lting of bulk m It textur d YBCO p cim n . It

w found that th thickn of the foil w a critical param t r in the tabli hm nt of a high

quality join· 25""m foil gav uperior join compar d to 50""m foil. The Ag-foil techniqu i

e ily ca! d for complex and larg ar . for xample, uperconducting platform , and app ar

to b a up rior t chniqu compar d to the HTS up rconducting solder m thod d crib d in

thi chapter.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

Grain-boundarie (GB) mad up fa di location n twork as well as macro opic cracks void

and condary inclusion and th cons quenc r lating to th order paramet r ymm try and

GB facet aff t th coupling of grains in polycr tallin HTS on variou patial cal . Thi

th i d tails a tudy of the flect Ag doping has on polycry talline HTS YBCG focu ing in

parti ular on the ffi t Ag h on GB in variou Ag dop d YBCG p dm ns.

The tudy w inspir d by (i) a number of diff rent Ag doping exp rim nt of HTS whi h

all on lud d that Ag doping improv uperconducting properti (many paper po tulat

r ason for the improvement but ofF r littl proof)' and (ii) a critical tat mod 1 (CSM)

that i different from other CSM due 0 i morphological foundation. It w though that

by analy ing a combination of r i tance and magnetic measuremen in ight into th rol of

Ag doping in improving up rconducting properti could b tabli h d and h nce a mor

m aningful und r tanding of the m chani m/ involved.

Analy i of high-field m asur m nt (Ha> Hel ) r ulted in th e timation of th av rag

magn tic p n tration depth ve us temperatur . Thi help din th determination of an av rag

clu t r iz - a t rm us din thi th i to mean trongly coupled grain. [It w al 0 tabli h d

that du to th m thod of introducing Ag to the YBCG y tern and the heating proc

not much Ag had diffu d into th intragranular mat rial - a d irabl outcom th focus

of thi tudy i on the eft t of doping on intergranular properti .] The average clu ter iz
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along with a C was us d in the analy i of low-fi Id measur ment (Ha < Hel).

It was hoWD that normal volurn fraction in increas d with Ag doping with no notic abl

if ct on th junction width d. The incre in JcO(O) with Ag doping i r lat d to ad cr

in th r i tivity of th int rgranular material, which may be attributed to a proximity if ct

r ulting from the pr ence of Ag in grain boundary Jo phson junctions (GBJ ). A d cr

in th 10% Ag p cimen reduc d field-independent component of the critical curr nt d nsity

w ak-link n twork 8 implied cl aner GBJ fre of econdary impuriti .

R ult gav intere ting insight into the mann r in which Ag affect GBJ i.e. grain

boundari acting as Jo phson junction. It was concluded that th improvement du to

Ag doping w a combination of (i) a proximity eif ct wh re trac amount of Ag riding in

h GBJ d r e the normal re . tanc of the GBJ and (ii) a cavenging m chani m which

rid GBJ of impuriti leaving th m cleaner and I tr ed.

Oth r exp riments d mon trate th xi tence of th weak-link effect for example fi ld

c 01 d HTS r istance ver us temp ratur measur ments but they do not oft r th am

insight that above mention magnetic b d methodology offer .

7.2 Future Work

Sup rconducting wire i one of the key applications of HTS which in the future will hop fully

provid ch ap low 10 and high tran port curr nt wir / tap . Th technological reali ation

of thi potential has b n probl mati mainly du to the ani otropic natur of HTS which

mani£ t in th weak-link eft ct.

It has b n propo ed in thi th i that doping can help in the under tanding and improve

m nt of th w ak-link eft ct. Calcium dop d YBCO h tero tructur of epitaxial film [121J

hay rev al d an improv m nt in grain-to-grain oupling. Th improv ment i though to b

du to divalent Ca repla ing Y (th two element ar approximat ly the ame ize) and up

plying mor harge carri r (hol ) to th YBCO y tern p ifically to th GBJ wh re it i

thought that th re i a local hole defici ncy. Initially an improv ID nt to intergranular critical

current was ob rved in bicry tal YBCO p cimen wh n dop d with 30% Ca. Unfortunat ly

th exc iv doping of th YBCO y tern 1 d to a d r ase in Tc to approximat ly 0 K which
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impli d no ov rall improv m nt of int rgranular coupling at liquid nitrog n temperatur . In

ord r to avoid thi probl m, multilay r of undoped and Ca-dop d YBCO w r fabricat d and

how d good r ult, wh r Tc r main high but intergranular coupling improv d mor than ix

fold. This improvement h b n xplained by Ca from the doped layer diffu ing into th GB

of th undop d layer during fabrication. Another Ca-doping YBCO experim nt [226J confin d

Ca to GB via a gel doping proc . h r a decrease in Tc and an incr as in critical curr n

d n ity w ob rved.

Pr ntly w are tudying th influ nc of hydrog n doping on GBJ. Th objective h r i

tr in GB p cifically at di location in the GB , which may help improv th

grain-to-grain oupling. Th main problem in thi tudy i confining the mobil hydrog n to

th intergranular and no the intragranular material.

Appropriate doping provid an inter ting approach to improving intergranular critical

curr nt in HTS as d monstrat d in th Ag doping xperim nt. Calcium and other doping

YBCO experim nt would mak int r ting r earch using th methodology d crib d in thi

th i. It i hop d that th u of thi m thodology/ tool may help in the under tanding and

improv ment of GBJ in HT y terns.
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